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Participants in an industry
which offers citizenship
for predominantly smaller
nations, in exchange
for investments in local

facilities including tourism and
infrastructure, report increasing
demand for their services. They put
this down to growing wealth and
the tendency for high net worth
individuals to become more globally
minded.

They also see this acquisition of
citizenship, for a price, as a legitimate
device to help people from restricted

countries travel more freely. A second
citizenship or passport can also be a
good insurance policy if things turn
ugly back home.

Demand, they say, is now
spreading to all corners of the globe.

“Investors from unstable regions
will use citizenship by investment
(CBI) to shield assets from
nationalisation, social unrest or
revolutionary risk,” says one senior
private banker.

Legal consultancy firms which
specialise in providing CBI solutions
for many jurisdictions, including
CS Global Partners and Henley &
Partners, both based in London,
say the main reasons their clients
need second passports are security,
plus broadening opportunities for
their families in business, travel and
education.

CHINESEDEMAND
Due to its massive population and
growing economy, China offers

one of the most lucrative hunting
grounds for CBI scheme providers.
Its inhabitants, and those of other
regions of growing wealth, are
demanding greater mobility and
are prepared to pay for citizenships
which allows this.

Chinese applicants account
for approximately 45 per cent
of applications approved by the
major Caribbean CBI programmes,
according to Christofer Ashby,
managing director of L’esterre
Holdings Inc, a Grenada-based
property developer specialising in
CBI projects.

For Chinese clients, investment
migration is often driven by
the education of their children,
for whom they normally prefer
Western, especially US, universities.
Grenada’s CBI programme, for
instance, offers a multiple E-2
visa treaty with the US, allowing
approved applicants to live and
work there with the majority of the
benefits of a resident, but without
the costs or time of obtaining an
EB-5 US visa, according to Mr
Ashby.

Commentators assert that because
there is now such a long waiting list
for US and UK residence visas, “spill-
over” clientele are directing their
applications to CBI schemes from
other centres.

CBI a valuable tool for thosewho
see themselves as global citizens

Wealthy individuals and their
families seek second
citizenship for a number of
reasons while the benefits for
nations offering CBI schemes
can be considerable

INTRODUCTION
WRITTENBYYURI BENDER

There is definitely a
hierarchy, in descending
order of disdain for
countries that sell their
citizenships too cheaply
JOHNERRINGTONERRINGTONBOSE IMMIGRATIONSERVICES

Due to itsmassive
population and
growing economy,
China has probably
the biggest influence
on themajor and
citizenship by
investment
programmes
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country in order to provide their CBI
investment stake.
Caribbean property developers

say thatmost investors from outside
the region buying into real estate
through CBI programmes already
have legal funds both inside and
outside their home jurisdictions.
Critics of CBI schemes often

imply that the hubswhich provide
passports acceptmigrating tycoons
who have broken strict exchange
controls in their own countries, in
order to expatriate the substantial
sums needed to buy real estate or
invest in industry.
But this is countered by the law

firms. “Most of the ultra-high net
worth investment clients that we
deal with already changed their
domicile years ago and now look
to further optimise their current
situationwith regard to residence
and citizenship planning,” says Dr
Juerg Steffen, Group CEO at Henley
& Partners. “Thismeans they don’t
fall under the capital transfer
limitations.”
This is confirmed by the CEO of a

major global private bank, who says
most clients from politically volatile
jurisdictions have alreadymade
“alternative plans”.
These plans continue to evolve as

the geopolitical situation develops.
“When visiting Lebanon and
Jordan, even Israel, every single
conversation in theMiddle East is
about contingency planning, about
what to do if there is an escalation
of insecurity or an outright war,”
says thewell-connected banker.
“What is their Plan B, C or D? Syria

INTRODUCTION SPECIAL REPORT

Industry specialists report that the
majority of CBI applications are for
schemes from the likes of Dominica,
Grenada and St Kitts andNevis in the
Caribbean, and Cyprus andMalta in
the EuropeanUnion.
St Kitts &Nevis was the first nation

to implement a CBI programme,
while Dominica’s is hugely
important to its economy, helping
mitigate the devastating damage
wreaked by Tropical Storm Erika in
2015 andHurricaneMaria in 2017.

WELLREGARDED
At Errington Bose Immigration
Services in London, St Kitts and
Nevis and Antigua and Barbuda
are seen as particularly popular
for CBI applications, among the
firm’s clientele, which has strong
Middle Eastern, Russian and Central
American contingents.
“For clients withmultiple

citizenship strategies, these
jurisdictions tend to fit their
circumstances better than others,”
says John Errington, the specialist
law firm’smanaging director.
Travel documents issued by other

countries which are involved in
CBI schemes are not always sowell
respected, he suggests.

“There is definitely a hierarchy,
in descending order of disdain for
countries that sell their citizenships
too cheaply. It is not illegal, but it
is not the purpose of EU treaties,”
warnsMr Errington.
Maltese and Cypriot economic

citizenship programmes have been
recently criticised bymembers of
the European Parliament, calling for
them to be phased out.
Both Henley & Partners and CS

Global Partners say any programme
deploying enhanced due diligence
would not accept applicants that
break any rule that could lead to
criminal prosecution in their home

or Venezuela can happen anywhere,
any day.”
Before, most wealthy individuals

chose tomove to the UK or US,
but these destinationsmay have
lost something of their traditional
appeal.
“A lot of Middle Easterners don’t

want to come to the US, just as a lot
of Europeans don’t want to come to
the UK anymore because of Brexit,”
he says.
“Families are looking atMalta,

Portugal and Cyprus in the EU.
These are the countries opening
their doors with investor visas and
offering facilitation of citizenship
and investment projects.”
Henley & Partners also talk

about a notion of “sovereign
equity”, where assets fromwealthy
individuals are transferred to
developing countries through their
CBI programmes to help create
significant sovereign and societal
value.
Through engagingwith the

global community of high net
worth investors, developing nation
governments can achieve fiscal
independence and address growing
imbalances and inequalities
inherent to traditional sovereign
debt financing, runs this argument.
Andwhile full disclosure of

the use of CBI proceeds is not yet
universal, there is oftenmuchwork
which benefits society going on
behind the scenes.
L’esterre’s Mr Ashby talks about

howDominica uses CBI proceeds
to create “material positive impact”
and a “clear social dividend”.

Dominica’s scheme
has helped tomitigate
someof the
devastating damage to
housing and
infrastructurewreaked
byHurricaneMaria in
2017
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T he CBI Index is a
comprehensive, data-driven
comparison tool of
citizenship by investment

programmes worldwide, offering
individuals and entities a practical
guide to the different programmes and
their comparative strengths. Now
entering its third year, the 2019 CBI
Index is the industry’s most reliable and
user-friendly source of information on
today’s programmes, the key issues
shaping investor interest, and the
future direction of citizenship by
investment.

Since the publication of the 2018
CBI Index, the industry has continued
its rapid evolution, with several
significant changes taking place.
Vanuatu has modified one of its two
programmes, the Development
Support Programme, to award
citizenship as opposed to honorary
citizenship, Cyprus has revised
application criteria and added new
donations to the Cyprus Land

Development Corporation and the
Research and Innovation Foundation,
and countries have boosted their visa-
free offerings and added new
investment routes. Key developments
include increased collaboration
between citizenship by investment
jurisdictions, the tax implications of
being a citizen versus those of being a
resident, and a greater focus by
countries on utilising applicant funds
for socioeconomic purposes within
their communities.

Challenges have come in the form
of corrective action against agents
operating outside programme
boundaries, rising investor demand,
and a higher degree of scrutiny from
the global community.

Montenegro and Moldova both
sought to enter the citizenship by
investment scene. However, the former
is still not accepting applications, while
a moratorium was placed on
applications to the latter in anticipation
of its cancellation. For this reason, they

The2019CBI Index
are not included in the 2019 CBI Index.

Jordan and Turkey, last year’s new
entrants, have held their ground in the
industry.

The 2019 CBI Index therefore
examines the citizenship by investment
programmes of 13 countries: Antigua
and Barbuda, Austria, Bulgaria,
Cambodia, Cyprus, Dominica,
Grenada, Jordan, Malta, St Kitts and
Nevis, St Lucia, Turkey, and Vanuatu.

Programmes are evaluated against
seven pillars which reflect investor
priorities. The underlying data
comprises all relevant sources,
including legislation, government
circulars and memorandums,
application forms and guidelines,
official media and statistics channels,
and direct correspondence with
governments and their authorised
representatives.

Each country is also given a final,
overall score, which can be found for
ease of reference towards the end of
the CBI Index.

ATIMELINEOFCITIZENSHIPBY INVESTMENT

1980s 1990s 2000s

St Kitts andNevis
1984

Austria
1985

Dominica
1993

CORPORATE STATEMENT THE CBI INDEX
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FDI for thepeople

Transparency and accountability
of investment funds take centre
stage in the 2019 citizenship by
investment dialogue.

In theCaribbean, citizenship by
investment programmesprovide the
option to contribute to a government-held
fundor to invest in pre-approved real
estate.Malta requires applicants to donate
to a national fund, invest in bonds or similar
instruments, andpurchase or rent property.
AsofMay2019,Cyprus requires two
donationsandoffers three investment
options, themostpopularbeing real estate.
Under itsDevelopmentSupport
Programme,Vanuatu isdonation-only,
while inCambodiacontributions to the
restorationand rebuildingof thenation’s
economyareencouragedbya lower
minimumthreshold. Jordan,Turkey,
Bulgaria, andAustriadonot require
donations.The first two incentivise
investments inproperty,whileBulgariadoes
so ingovernmentbonds.Austria affords
flexibility for applicants to show ‘outstanding
economicachievement.’

Irrespectiveof the specific formula, the
guidingprinciple remains the same: citizens
shouldbenefit fromprogramme-generated
foreigndirect investment.Yet somenations
havebeenmore successful thanothers.

Thepre-approved real estateoptionhas
hadmixed results. StLucia currently
featuresonlyoneapproveddevelopment
on itsofficialwebsite, has cancelledhighly
publicisedprojects, andhasbeen involved
indamagingdisputeswithdevelopers.
Grenada,which lists numerousapproved
projects, closed itsSustainableAquaculture
Project after fundsnevermaterialised. InSt
Kitts andNevis, certainagentshavebeen
accusedofabusing the real estateoption to
obtaingreater sharesof revenue.

But strideshavealsobeenmade. InMay
2019,Grenadiandevelopersweregiven the
opportunity toadvertisea lowerapplication
cost if they first contributedan “equityof 20
percentof the total costof constructionas
proposed.” InStKitts andNevis, agents
foundguiltyofmishandlingapplications
had their licences revoked.Andat the
oppositeendof the spectrum,Dominica’s

real estateoptionhas flourished,with some
fourof sevenapprovedeco-conscious
hotels and resortshavingalreadyopened–
orplanning toopen– forbusiness in2019.

Dominica is alsoan industry leader in its
transparent andeffectiveuseof citizenship
by investmentdonations. In abid to
become“theworld’s first climate-resilient
nation,” it hasdirected funds towards
sustainableprojects, suchasa7MW
geothermalplant capableof covering90
per centof the island’s energyneedsanda
‘HousingRevolution’ project toprovide
5,000hurricane-resistanthomes.

Similarpublichousingmodelshavebeen
replicatedbyMaltaandCyprus.This year,
Malta announced that€50mwouldbe
used tobuild550social housingunits,while
Cyprus introducedamandatory€75,000
affordablehousingdonation to theCyprus
LandDevelopmentCorporation.

2019has shown that aprogramme’s
integrity is foundedonmore than longevity
andduediligence.Communicationofhow
fundsareused tobenefit locals is alsokey,
boosting trust andappeal for investors.

7PWMNET.COM



This year marks the 35th
anniversary of citizenship by
investment – a concept that
was pioneered by the newly-

independent St Kitts and Nevis and that
became an essential feature of its
nation-building process. Indeed,
standing apart from all other countries,
St Kitts and Nevis adopted a broad view
of citizenship, entitling a person to “be
registered as a citizen […] if the Cabinet
is satisfied that such person has invested
substantially in St Christopher and
Nevis.”
This notion was included, a year later,

in Austria’s 1985 Nationality Act, and was
subsequently incorporated in the
legislation of a number of countries,

ultimately providing the necessary legal
basis for citizenship by investment
programmes seeking to improve the
socio-economic landscape of the
nations that implemented them.
Today, citizenship by investment is

top-of-mind with respect to the
Caribbean, where Antigua and Barbuda,
Dominica, Grenada, St Kitts and Nevis,
and St Lucia each boast active
programmes with dedicated ‘Citizenship
by Investment Units’ or ‘Committees.’
It is here that the greatest strides have

beenmade towards intergovernmental
cooperation and data sharing,
particularly with respect to assessing
applicants and their source of funds.
In Europe, Bulgaria, Cyprus, and

Malta have clear citizenship by
investment schemes, while Austria offers
a more ambiguous economic route to
second citizenship. In January 2019,
Bulgaria’s Ministry of Justice announced
theGovernment’s intent to end the
nation’s programme, noting that only 50
investors had obtained Bulgarian
citizenship and that “real foreign

The citizenship by investment
industry is one that is constantly in
flux and is not to be entered lightly

STATEOF THE INDUSTRY

Citizenshipby investment:
past, present, and future

investment and economic development
ha[d] not been achieved.” Nonetheless,
to date, the Bulgaria Citizenship by
Investment Programme remains
accessible to investors.
Cyprus also saw key changes inMay

2019, with the introduction of steeper
investment requirements and new
suitability criteria for applicants. Notably,
applicants must now demonstrate they
have a valid visa to the Schengen Area
and declare any previous failed attempt
at obtaining citizenship of an EU
member state.
In the Balkans, Montenegro aimed to

have a fully functioning programme by
October 2018, but instead has yet to
process any applications. Moldova was
quicker, first announcing its intention to
establish a citizenship by investment
programme in 2017 and launching it in
November 2018. TheMoldova
Programme, however, was criticised for
lack of transparency and improper
checks on applicant integrity. In July,
with only two applications successfully
completed, theMoldovan Parliament

The concept of
citizenship by
investmentwas
pioneered by the
newly-independent
StKitts andNevis
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voted to place a moratorium on
receiving further applications in
expectation of the Programme’s
abolition.

The Middle East has also provided a
noteworthy platform for the citizenship
by investment experiment. Turkey, which
first unveiled its Programme in 2017,
changed it dramatically in September
2018 by reducing minimum investment
requirements by half. The result was
more than 200 applications in the
following five weeks, and 981 approved
citizenships by the end of June 2019.

Uptake of Turkish citizenship was
perhaps what prompted Egypt’s
Parliament, on 7 July 2019, to amend its
nationality laws. The amendments
entitle applicants to citizenship upon the
purchase of public or private property,
the creation of an investment project, or
the making of a cash deposit. They also
envision the establishment of a
dedicated ‘Unit’ and a specific
timeframe for the processing of
applications.

Island-nation Vanuatu, the only
provider of citizenship by investment in
Oceania, has been unveiling – and
terminating – citizenship programmes
for years. Two citizenship programmes
now coexist in the nation: the Vanuatu
Contribution Programme (VCP) and
the Development Support Programme
(DSP). Until recently, only the former
could grant full citizenship rights to
applicants, while the latter was limited to
offering honorary citizenship with no
voting privileges or the right to take part
in local politics.

This changed with the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act (No. 34 of 2018),
which became effective in January 2019
and established the DSP as a citizenship
programme. New regulations dating to
April 2019 then harmonised the
investment thresholds between the two
programmes, making the DSP just as
financially attractive as the VCP. The
move was welcomed by local agents,
who were restricted to marketing the
DSP rather than the VCP, whose sole

authorised agent is based in Hong Kong.
The changes of this past year once

again underline that the citizenship by
investment industry is one that is
constantly in flux. Whilst interest from
applicants is expected to continue in its
upward trend, Montenegro’s teething
problems, the short-lived Moldovan
anomaly, Vanuatu’s many citizenship by
investment formulas, and variations in
investment thresholds, show that this is
not an industry to enter lightly. 2019 and
2020 will be a vital time for new entrants
to iron out wrinkles and get their
programmes off the ground.

At the other end of the scale, the
Caribbean will likely maintain its
dominance, using its lengthy experience
to provide certainty and, where
necessary, refine processes.

Changing demand in the Middle East
may occur, as Egypt seeks to compete
with Turkey and Jordan.

Finally, we will be monitoring Vanuatu,
to see whether it can achieve the interest
it seeks with its newly-enlivened DSP.

STATEOF THE INDUSTRYCORPORATE STATEMENT

Montenegro aimed
to have a fully
functioning
programmeby
October 2018, but
has yet to process
any applications
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O ver the years, increased
collaboration between
countries that run
citizenship by investment

programmes has proven fruitful,
bringing positive outcomes for both
applicants and the countries themselves.

For example, the CARICOM’s Joint
Regional Communications Centre
(JRCC), established in 2006 by
intergovernmental agreement, provides
an additional and shared layer of due
diligence for all five Caribbean
programmes.

This year, collaboration emerged as a
priority for the international citizenship
by investment community. In May,
Cyprus introduced the requirement for
all applicants to possess a valid visa to
the Schengen Area, of which Cyprus is
not part. In so doing, Cyprus
incorporated the safety procedures set
by the European Union for third-country
nationals into its own. Malta too,
acknowledges its responsibility to
Europe in this way. Indeed, because they
are required to visit Malta in person,
applicants for Maltese citizenship must
obtain a Schengen visa as a matter of
course.

Even before 2019, the Caribbean
protected international open borders by
mandating the rejection of applicants
who were denied a visa to any of its visa-
free travel destinations, and who had not
subsequently obtained a visa from that
destination. Malta’s regulations are
similar, but have additional flexibility that
enables it to consider an applicant’s
special circumstances.

In May 2019, Cyprus also tightened its
eligibility criteria to exclude applicants
who had been rejected for citizenship in
any other EU member state, an
innovative move among Europe’s
citizenship by investment nations.
Interestingly, the tightening of eligibility
in this fashion has a precedent from 2017
in the Caribbean, where Grenada
amended Section 8(3) of its Grenada
Citizenship by Investment Act to reject
applicants who were “denied citizenship
by investment in another Caribbean
jurisdiction.”

In addition to the specific
developments to the legal structures
around citizenship by investment
programmes, there is reason to believe
that cooperation between nations in the
industry will grow. Attendees of the
Caribbean Investment Summit 2019
discussed common regulations and

There is reason to believe
that cooperation between
nations in the citizenship by
investment industry will grow

COLLABORATION

Collaboration:presentaction
andfutureopportunities

harmonised relations with global
intergovernmental organisations. At
Malta’s second Citizenship by
Investment Due Diligence Conference,
speakers advocated for industry-wide
standards. The 67th meeting of the
Organisation of Eastern Caribbean
States in June 2019 brought further
commitment from the Caribbean,
including the introduction of a
supervisory board to oversee the
programmes, standardised legislation,
and consistent application forms.

Whilst collaboration is presently most
prominent among nations whose
neighbours have also adopted
citizenship by investment, as the industry
becomes more crowded and searches
for ways to establish a strong,
international voice, collaboration will
likely have a bigger role to play across all
continents.

CORPORATE STATEMENTCOLLABORATION

BothCyprus and
Malta effectively
say applicantsmust
posses a valid visa
to the Schengen
Area
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TAX RESIDENCECORPORATE STATEMENT

C itizenship by investment and
taxation are commonly
associated, particularly as
there is often an overlap

between countries that have adopted
citizenship by investment programmes
and those that have embraced low-tax
regimes. Correlation does not
necessarily imply causation, however,
and in 2019 the CBI Index was pleased to
provide a platform for tax and legal
experts to discuss the distinction that
exists between citizenship and the duty
to pay tax.

The Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development
(OECD) precipitated interest in the
topic when, in February 2018, it raised
the question of whether investor
immigration programmes had the
potential to facilitate tax evasion.
Specifically, it asked whether an
economic citizen or resident could abuse
that status to circumvent the Common
Reporting Standard (CRS) – a system
used by multiple jurisdictions to ensure
the correct sharing of tax information.

Co-rapporteurs Jeppe Kofod and
Luděk Niedermayer from the Special
Committee on Financial Crimes, Tax
Evasion, and Tax Avoidance, reiterated
the OECD’s concern in November 2018
and called on EU member states to
phase out investor immigration schemes.
Their report was adopted by the
European Parliament in March 2019.

That same month, global
accountancy and tax firm Ernst & Young

Citizenship and tax
residency confer different
sets of rights and obligations
on individuals

TAXRESIDENCE

Fact fromfiction:
CBIandtax residence

(EY) produced a report on the subject,
titled Tax residency: beyond citizenship.
At its core, the report sought to clarify
and distinguish between the concepts of
citizenship and tax residence, and
identified tax residence as the principal
factor in determining tax liability.

The status of citizen denotes certain
rights and obligations, including the
right – but not the obligation – to live
and work in one’s jurisdiction of
citizenship. Tax residency, on the other
hand, confers a different set of rights
and obligations, chief among which is
the duty to pay tax in a jurisdiction. In
almost every country in the world,
attaining and maintaining the status of
tax resident requires a person to be
physically present in that country for at
least six months each year, have a
permanent home there, or make the
country the centre of his or her vital
interests.

With respect to the CRS’s purpose to
identify tax liability, EY thus notes that
“citizenship should not give rise to tax
avoidance and evasion opportunities, as
the reporting rules are explicit in not
using citizenship as a test.”

Smith and Williamson, a British tax
advisory firm, wrote a similar report in
April which concluded that “Citizenship
by Investment does not present a risk to
facilitating tax evasion, as citizenship
alone is insufficient to secure tax
residency of a country.”

In May, Queen’s Counsel Balraj Bhatia
released a formal legal opinion echoing
these statements.

Independent insight on the
relationship between citizenship by
investment and tax is important for all
countries operating such programmes, as
it improves understanding by individuals,
other countries, and international bodies,
and ultimately focuses discourse on the
win-win outcome that characterises well-
run citizenship by investment
programmes.

Ernst &Young
produced a report
inMarch 2019
which sought to
clarify and
distinguish between
the concepts of
citizenship and tax
residency
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Thorough due diligence is the
cornerstone of the citizenship
by investment industry.
Countries that offer

citizenship by investment have a
fundamental interest in ensuring that
only quality applicants are accepted, not
least because of the reputational and
security threat that an unvetted
applicant could pose.
This is even more true for countries

where citizenship by investment plays a
vital role in the economy, as the loss of a
programme, or any of the incentives
that lead investors to choose said

programme, could lead to severe
national setbacks.
In the Caribbean, citizenship by

investment is a driver of the economy, in
some cases providing between 10 and
20 per cent of GDP. Accordingly, the
Caribbean countries operate far-
reaching, strict, and rigorous due
diligence programmes – for which they
have since become internationally
recognised.
The programmes are not identical

but have adopted similar processes,
namely, insisting on know-your-client
pre-vetting by approved agents,
internally checking documents and
information, outsourcing enhanced due
diligence to professional firms, and
collaborating with national, regional,
and international bodies.
FACT’s role is to ensure that the

enhanced due diligence phase is
comprehensive, providing a
complete and accurate picture of the
applicant.

One of the main features of the
Caribbean citizenship by investment
programmes is thorough due
diligence, explains Kieron Sharp,
CEO of FACT Due Diligence

CASE STUDY

Duediligence: the
cornerstoneofCBI

SUITABILITYFORCITIZENSHIP
Applicants must be deemed suitable for
citizenship. This means that they must
be of goodmoral character, have no
criminal record or link to criminal activity,
pose no security or reputational risk, and
have a clear and clean source of funds,
including traceable employment and
business records. Furthermore,
applicants must be honest, meaning that
all information provided in their
applications must be truthful to the best
of their knowledge.

DATAACQUISITION
To establish applicants’ suitability, FACT
obtains data on the applicant from a
variety of sources, beginning with the
applicants themselves.
Applicants must provide: (1) identity

documents, for example, passports and
visas, birth andmarriage certificates, IDs,
police certificates, a CV, certified
photographs, andmedical tests; (2)
personal history disclosures, including

Source of funds, as
well as employment
andbusiness
records, are given
special attention,
and require
experience in
detectingmoney
laundering, bribery,
and fraud
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residence, education, and employment
histories covering at least the last decade;
(3) financial records, including 12months’
bank statements, a bank reference,
information on business history, wealth,
and assets, and documents proving
sources of wealth such as incorporation
documents, share certificates, and
investment portfolios; and (4) character
information, such as personal and
professional references. All documents
provided by applicants must be originals
or certified and legalised copies.
Within FACT, each of these

documents is examined and used as a
basis to launch investigations to validate
the documents and verify the
information provided.

VALIDATIONAND
VERIFICATION
Document validation includes, among
other things, contacting the entity
responsible for issuing the document to
authenticate it and confirm its contents.
For example, a certificate of no criminal
conviction may be validated by
contacting the police office that
purportedly issued the document.
Information verification is extensive

and involves conducting online
investigations (including deep-web
searches), researching multi-lingual

public records, and checking
international criminal, sanctions, wanted,
compliance, and political exposure
databases. Media profiles are assessed,
oftentimes using online sources.
We also carry out site visits,

establishing applicants’ geolocation and
ensuring that, for example, the schools,
homes, and businesses listed by
applicants exist as described and are in
good standing.
Source of funds, as well as

employment and business records, are
given special attention, and require
experience in detecting money
laundering, bribery, and fraud. Our
enquiries extend to business associates
and the opinions issued by competitors,
as well as any legal cases (civil or
criminal), investigations, or charges
against any business entity connected to
the applicant.

JUDGINGTHEPROSPECTS
Appropriate action by a citizenship by
investment nation requires full clarity on
applicants and their families. FACT
therefore collates and evaluates the
information, considering relevance,
correctness, and completeness, and
determining the reliability of each source
of information.We then prepare a
comprehensive report, applying a threat

matrix for each of the following five
elements: (1) personal, (2) business, (3)
wealth, (4) criminal record, and (5)
security concerns. The potential
prospects of an application and our
overall recommendations are also
included.
Due diligence is a crucial step in the

citizenship by investment process and
one that is essential to countries wishing
to protect their programmes from
criticism and harm. FACT is proud to
partner with the Caribbean, and to be a
part of the high due diligence standards
the region upholds.

KieronSharp is theCEOofFACTDueDiligence
(‘FACT’),having joinedfollowingadistinguished
career in thepolicespanning30years.Kieron
trainedat theFBINationalAcademyandhas
actedas theHeadof theEconomicCrime
Departmentat InterpolandasDetectiveChief
Superintendent inchargeofSpecialistCrime
Operations.

FACTisa leadingduediligence firmspecialising in
crimepreventionanddetection. Itprovidesa
rangeofspecialist intelligenceservices
encompassing financialcrime,anti-money
laundering, fraud,bribery, regulatorycompliance,
online investigations, forensics, reputationand
crisismanagement,anddataprivacy.
Headquartered inLondon,FACToperatesglobally,
andhasan internationalnetworkofpartners
includingbusiness, legal,andgovernmententities
and lawenforcementagencies. Ithasalmost four
decadesofexperienceandtheability toconduct
physical, countrysitevisits,online investigations,
anddeepdiveanalysis.

CASE STUDYCORPORATE STATEMENT

TheCaribbean
countries operate
far-reaching, strict,
and rigorous due
diligence
programmes – for
which they have
since become
internationally
recognised
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Due diligence is imperative to
the longevity of a citizenship
by investment programme:
it affects a country’s

reputation and diplomatic standing, as
well as the safety of its citizens.

It is not surprising, therefore, that
significant emphasis should be placed
on the rigorous vetting of applicants
and their source of funds at all stages of
the application process. Less commonly
discussed but of near-equal importance,
however, is the due diligence that is
applied after the grant of citizenship.

As meticulous as a country’s due
diligence may be, there are times when
even the most sophisticated of radars
can fail. For instance, an illicit actor may
have a perfectly clean record prior to
receiving citizenship, but may
subsequently engage in criminal,
dishonest, or dishonourable behaviour.
Many citizenship by investment
jurisdictions address this issue by
retaining the right to deprive a person
of economic citizenship.

All five Caribbean countries, for
example, have provisions in their
citizenship legislation to revoke a
citizenship obtained by false
representation, fraud, or wilful
concealment of material facts. Some,
including Antigua and Barbuda and St
Kitts and Nevis, also allow for
deprivation where a citizen is convicted
of an act of treason or sedition in their
new country of citizenship.

In Dominica, revocation can occur in

a number of situations, such as when the
citizen is disloyal or disaffected towards
Dominica, or when the citizen is
sentenced in any country to
imprisonment for a term of 12 or more
months. In Grenada, revocation is
connected to national security.

In St Lucia, convictions for criminal
offences may lead to revocation, as may
acts that could potentially bring the
nation into disrepute. Indeed, this was
cited as the reason behind the issuance
of the Citizenship by Investment
(Revocation) Order, 2018, with which St
Lucia stripped six economic citizens of
their citizenship.

Cyprus’ and Malta’s legislation closely
mirrors that of the Caribbean, but these
two nations have narrower timeframes
in which to act. Cyprus can deprive
economic citizens of their citizenship if
they are sentenced to a term of
imprisonment of at least 12 months

The ability to revoke
citizenship is an important
tool for both citizenship by
investment jurisdictions and
successful applicants to
their programmes

BEYONDDUEDILIGENCE

Beyondduediligence:
the safeguardprovisions

All fiveCaribbean
countries have
provisions in their
citizenship
legislation to revoke
a citizenship
obtained by false
representation,
fraud, or wilful
concealment of
material facts

Asmeticulous as a
country’s due
diligencemay be,
there are times
when even themost
sophisticated of
radars can fail
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within five years of the citizen being
naturalised; Malta, within seven years of
the citizen being registered.

In Turkey, citizenship may be
‘revoked’ when a citizen renders certain
services to other states, most notably
when these are incompatible with
Turkey’s interests. Furthermore,
citizenship may be ‘cancelled’ if
acquired by “misrepresentation or by
hiding essential matters constituting the
basis in the acquisition of citizenship” –
a decision that would also nullify the
citizenship of the economic citizen’s
spouse and children.

In Jordan, services to other nations,
including military or civil service, may
lead to loss of nationality. Additionally, a

certificate of naturalisation may be
cancelled if the citizen commits or
attempts to commit any act deemed to
endanger Jordan’s “peace and security”
or if the citizen misrepresents evidence
on the strength of which citizenship was
granted.

Deprivation of citizenship, of course,
is not immediate and should follow due
process of law, as exemplified by
Antigua and Barbuda. In January 2018,
one of the country’s economic citizens,
Mehul Choksi, became embroiled in
fraud investigations in India. This
occurred after he had obtained
economic citizenship and well after
Antigua and Barbuda had received
confirmation from Indian authorities

that there were neither criminal nor
ongoing civil procedures against him.

Despite pressures from India to
extradite Mr Choksi, Antigua and
Barbuda upheld its citizen’s right to first
defend his case in court, in a process
that is likely to conclude by the end of
2019 and that may still result in Antigua
and Barbuda taking corrective measures
with respect to Mr Choksi’s economic
citizenship.

A more controversial case unfolded
in Vanuatu. Here, an economic citizen
may be deprived of citizenship within 15
days of that person being sentenced to
a term of imprisonment of 10 or more
years. Economic citizenship may also be
withdrawn where it was obtained by any
false representation, fraud, or
concealment of a material fact, but the
person will only “cease to be a citizen 30
days after such finding.”

In July 2019, Vanuatu extradited six
Chinese nationals, four of which had
received citizenship through its
Development Support Programme.
Despite the claim that the Ni-Vanuatu
citizenship of the extradited individuals
had been revoked, allegations were
made that the 30-day timeframe had
not been respected, and that none of
the four citizens were given the
opportunity to defend their case in
court.

The ability to revoke citizenship is an
important tool for both citizenship by
investment jurisdictions and successful
applicants to their programmes.
Countries can use this to protect their
citizenry from unlawful or dishonest acts
by their economic citizens, to retain
positive international recognition, and
to maintain the prestige of their
citizenship.

In turn, this benefits economic
citizens who continue to use their new
citizenship in the way it was intended,
whether for travel, business, or peace of
mind.

BEYONDDUEDILIGENCECORPORATE STATEMENT

In July 2019,
Vanuatu extradited
sixChinese
nationals, four of
which had received
citizenship through
itsDevelopment
Support
Programme
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T heCBI Index is a rating system
designed tomeasure the
performance and appeal of
global citizenship by

investment programmes across a diverse
rangeof indicators. Its purpose is to
provide a rigorous and systematic
mechanism for appraisingprogrammes, to
facilitate the decision-makingprocess for
individuals considering them, and tobring
value to the citizenship by investment
industry.
TheCBI Index assesses all countries

with operational citizenship by investment
programmes, which in 2019 include the
following 13 nations:Antigua andBarbuda,
Austria, Bulgaria,Cambodia,Cyprus,
Dominica,Grenada, Jordan,Malta, St
Lucia, StKitts andNevis, Turkey, and
Vanuatu.Despite entering the citizenship
by investment arena in 2018,Moldova and
Montenegro are not included in the 2019
CBI Index due to a vote to place a
moratoriumonMoldovan applications and
toMontenegro still having to complete
processing.

Aprimarymethodological objective
was to isolate factors that could
satisfactorilymeasure programme features
and jurisdictional desirability. Seven factors,
or ‘pillars,’ were identified for this purpose.
The sevenpillars that constitute theCBI
Index include:

1. FreedomofMovement
2. Standard of Living
3.Minimum InvestmentOutlay
4.MandatoryTravel or Residence
5.CitizenshipTimeline
6. Ease of Processing
7.DueDiligence

Arriving at an appropriate rating for
the seven pillars involved a complex
combination of benchmarking, statistical
analysis, and comparative investigation.
Each of the seven pillars is scored out

of a maximum of 10 points, calculated
on an averaging basis from the scores of
composite indicators and sub-indicators.
The maximum attainable score
achievable by a programme is 70, with all
final scores expressed in terms of a
percentage of the total points available.
For example, a perfect, 70-point score
would be expressed as 100 per cent.
It should be noted that, due to the

vast number of statistics, indicators, and
sub-indicators available for analysis, no
single approach exists for the rating of
citizenship by investment programmes.
In framing the CBI Index however,
reliance was only placed on official
sources and publications from
institutions of the highest international
standing and on the specialised input of
industry experts, whose contributions
and responses were used to obtain and
interpret both qualitative and
quantitative data used in the
construction of the CBI Index.
It should further be noted that,

whenever possible, points were awarded
on the basis of evidence from official
sources and the letter of the law.
Because announcements of changes to
citizenship by investment programmes
are often mademany weeks andmonths
in advance of their actual
implementation, the CBI Index limits its
evaluations to changes confirmed by
governments themselves and associated
legal facts.

PILLAR1:FREEDOMOF
MOVEMENT
TheFreedomofMovement Pillar
measures a passport’s relative strength by
the number of destinations to which it
allows travel without restriction, and by the
amount of prime business hubs towhich it

The CBI Index is built around seven
pillars, designed to measure global
citizenship programme features and
jurisdictional desirability

METHODOLOGY

Freedom of
movement within
and between
countries is of
paramount
importance to any
individual seeking
second citizenship

Overviewof the
methodology

provides access. It is assumed, for the
purposes of this pillar, that the passport
used for travel is an ordinary passport, and
not a diplomatic or service passport.
Freedomofmovement within and

between countries is of paramount
importance to any individual seeking
second citizenship. This holds true
whether the individual wishes to travel for
work purposes, to visit family, or for leisure.
Emphasis was placed on the total

number of countries and territories that
may be visitedwithout applying for a visa.
This included both visa-free and visa-on-
arrival destinations, as neither require
persons to receive a visa in advance of
travel.Government and other official
sources, including data from theUnited
NationsWorldTourismOrganisation
(UNWTO), were used to obtain up-to-
date information on visa requirements for
holders of each of the 13 passports under
evaluation.
As business travel is a prime

consideration for prospective global
citizens, a passport’s ability to provide
access to theworld’s leading economic
and financial centres was also evaluated.
TheWorld Bank’s Ease ofDoingBusiness
Index, Forbes’ BestCountries for Business,
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the World Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Report, and other
authoritative sources were used to arrive
at a list of the top centres for international
business.

For both indicators, points were
awarded on a descending scale, with the
highest score received by the passport
with visa-free or visa-upon-arrival entry to
the highest number of foreign countries or
territories.

PILLAR2:STANDARDOFLIVING
The Standard of Living Pillar is a
measure of the quality of life offered by
the 13 citizenship by investment
jurisdictions under assessment. This
pillar is vital to those who yearn to
relocate and to secure a prosperous and
fulfilling lifestyle. Similarly, it is key to
those wanting to take advantage of local
business opportunities, or needing to

transfer and safeguard their assets.
For this pillar, a wide range of official

indicators were considered to allow for
an accurate assessment. Consequently,
establishing an appropriate benchmark
was important, as a country’s score must
be viewed both as an absolute value and
within the context of the other
citizenship by investment countries –
that is to say, as a relative value.

Reliance was placed on the United
Nations Human Development Index
(HDI) for factors such as life expectancy,
education, security, and income.

Because past performance is not
always a guarantee of future results in
the field of economic growth in a rapidly
developing world, a country’s latest
annual GDP growth statistics were used
to indicate present-day economic
circumstances as well as growth potential
– a particularly important indicator for

investors. Data was sourced from the
World Bank's Open Data Catalogue to
ensure accuracy and consistency.

The Standard of Living Pillar also
examines a country’s ability to promote
freedom, and to protect the rights of
individuals to act and to express
themselves without undue constraints.
Civil liberties and political rights within
a jurisdiction were rated as part of this
exercise, using sources such as
Freedom House’s Freedom in the
World Index.

PILLAR3:MINIMUM
INVESTMENTOUTLAY
The Minimum Investment Outlay Pillar
measures one of the most practical and
foremost considerations of citizenship by
investment: how much capital is required
for the investor to become an eligible
applicant for the programme of his or her
choosing.

The cost of applying for citizenship by
investment increases with the number of
dependants – or qualifying family
members – included in an application. In
some jurisdictions this increase is
proportional, while in others the cost only
increases following the inclusion of
multiple dependants. To remain consistent
across all jurisdictions, it was assumed that
one applicant was applying for citizenship
alone. That is to say, that the application
consisted of a ‘single applicant.’

Where a citizenship by investment
programme offers multiple investment
options, the most affordable option was
selected for evaluation. For example,
Dominica offers a single applicant the
choice between a contribution to the
Economic Diversification Fund (EDF)
and an investment in pre-approved real
estate, with the latter being the more
expensive alternative. The EDF option
was therefore used to determine the
minimum investment outlay for the
Dominica Citizenship by Investment
Programme.

METHODOLOGYCORPORATE STATEMENT

Where a citizenship
by investment
programmeoffers
multiple investment
options, themost
affordable option
was selected for
evaluation
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This pillar considers pure investment
requirements, exclusive of minor fees
that may also apply. These may include
application, processing, or due diligence
fees that do not significantly alter the
cost of a citizenship application.
The highest number of points was

awarded to the country requiring the
lowest minimum investment.

PILLAR4:MANDATORYTRAVEL
ORRESIDENCE
TheMandatory Travel or Residence Pillar
examines the travel or residence
conditions imposed on applicants both
before and after the granting of full
citizenship.Often busy with running a
business or with international travel of
their own, citizens of the world have little
time on their hands to fulfil minimum stay
requirements.
A careful examination of the laws,

regulations, and policies pertaining to
each citizenship by investment
programmewas undertaken. First, it was
determined whether any travel or
residence prerequisites applied. Second,
post-citizenship requirements were
examined, as well as the consequences of
failing to fulfil those requirements. Third,
the extent of the travel or residence
requirements were analysed, with physical
visits for the purposes of attending an
interview, swearing an oath of allegiance,
or giving biometric information all taken
into account. Additionally, mandatory
travel that could only be waived or eased
following the payment of a costly fee was
also given consideration.
In line with previous pillars, scrutiny

focused on themain applicant rather than
any dependants thatmay be included in
the citizenship application.
As having year-round freedom to

travel is a highly-valued liberty,
programmes that waived residence and
travel requirements achieved the best
score, followed by those withminimal
requirements. The lowest scores were

attained by programmes with extensive
requirements.

PILLAR5:CITIZENSHIP
TIMELINE
TheCitizenship Timeline Pillar looks at
the average time it takes for citizenship to
be secured by the applicant.
The speed at which application forms

and supporting documentation are
processed, and the steps involved in
approving an application, vary from
programme to programme. Therefore, a
thorough inspection of applicable laws,
regulations, and policies wasmade to
determine the official processing times
mandated by each jurisdiction.
Extensive reliance was also placed on

first-hand experience from applicants,
agents, and other stakeholders, whose
contributions proved to be an invaluable
tool in ascertaining citizenship timelines.
As one of the keymerits of citizenship

by investment programmes is their ability
to provide a rapid route to second
citizenship, the highest number of points
was awarded to the programmes with the
shortest turnaround times.
Additional merit was given to

programmes offering fast-track
processing options at an additional fee, as
these provide an extra layer of certainty
for the applicant who is urgently in need
of his or her second citizenship.

PILLAR6:EASEOFPROCESSING
The Ease of Processing Pillar measures
the end-to-end complexity of the
citizenship by investment application
process. In some jurisdictions, the
application process can be a labour-
intensive and painstaking task that is
time-consuming for the applicant; in
others, it is streamlined and the applicant
receives clear directives on how to
proceed. For the ever-busy,
internationally-minded individual, the
overall effortlessness of the application
process is a particularly critical

In some jurisdictions,
the application
process can be a
labour-intensive and
painstaking task that
is time-consuming
for the applicant; in
others, it is
streamlined and the
applicant receives
clear directives on
how to proceed

component and a smoother, hassle-free
process can generate readiness to
engage with a programme.
Multiple indicators were considered,

commencing with entry qualifications
such as previous business experience or
fluency in a language. Knowledge of
local history or culture assessments and
interview requirements were also
weighed.
By its very nature as a naturalisation

process, citizenship by investment
involves a significant amount of
paperwork, including both forms and
supporting documents. Having the
support of an official government
website and of a dedicated citizenship
by investment body to seek and obtain
clarification was thus an influential factor
in awarding points to a programme.
Extensive communication with

advisors and legal experts is required
where a jurisdiction mandates the
purchase of real estate or other assets,
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and hefty paperwork must also be
submitted as evidence of that purchase.
Therefore, countries with compulsory
purchasing requisites were deemed to
burden the application process.

The stability of each programme was
also assessed, as applicants and service
providers prize continuity throughout
the application process.

Programmes with fewer demands
placed on the applicant and with
relatively straightforward procedures
achieved higher scores for this pillar.

PILLAR7:DUEDILIGENCE
The Due Diligence Pillar focuses on
each nation’s commitment to ensuring
that their programme remains
transparent and effective at evaluating
potential candidates for citizenship. It is
hence a measure of each programme’s
integrity.

The CBI Index focuses on the ability
of governments to obtain information
on and from applicants, such as by the
performance of internal and external

due diligence checks. Further indicators
included police certificate requirements
– including the number of nations from
which a certificate must be provided – as
well as requests for fingerprints or
biometric data.

Emphasis was placed on a country’s
ability to gather evidence on the
applicant’s source of funds, as this is a
core step in preventing those profiting
from, or involved in the financing of,
illicit activity from obtaining citizenship.

Increasingly, strict anti-terrorism and
anti-money laundering legislation has
prompted some governments to
exclude persons of certain nationalities
from their programmes, or to restrict
funds transferred from certain
jurisdictions in order to ensure
compliance with international sanctions.
These trends are included among this
pillar’s indicators.

The greater a country’s ability to
perform background checks on
applicants, the higher the score
received.

METHODOLOGYCORPORATE STATEMENT

The speed atwhich
application forms
and supporting
documentation are
processed, and the
steps involved in
approving an
application, vary
fromprogramme to
programme
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The CBI Index was created by James
McKay, a research consultant with
over 12-years’ experience in the design
and execution of complex research
and data analysis projects.
Having read psychology and

statistics at University College
London, the founder ofMcKay
Research provides strategic market
intelligence and consulting solutions
across a wide range of sectors, and
actively works with some of the
world’s biggest independent providers
of market research across several
industries including investment,
technology, and consumer goods.
James, who used guidance from the

OECD’s Handbook on Constructing
Composite Indicators, employed a
three-stage process to produce the
2019 version of the CBI Index.
The first phase involved

comprehensive primary and
secondary research to chart all
major developments in the world of
economic citizenship over the past 12
months.
The second phase comprised

a detailed exploration of official
macroeconomic and programme
statistics used in evaluating CBI Index
country performance.
The third and final stage involved

critically analysing and inputting all
data collected throughout the research
process, paying careful attention to
maintaining the statistical continuity
and integrity of the index architecture
as it was first devised in 2017.
Now celebrating its third

anniversary, the CBI Index has
established itself as the leading tool
for investors to accurately measure
the performance and appeal of
global citizenship by investment
programmes.

THE RESEARCHER



T heCBI Index is intendedasa
practical toolboth for thosewho
wish tocomparecitizenshipby
investmentprogrammesasa

wholeand for thosewho, instead, value
certainaspectsofaprogrammemore than
others.Theseelementsare reflectedby the
sevenpillarsof theCBI Index: freedomof
movement, standardof living,minimum
investmentoutlay,mandatory travelor
residence, citizenship timeline, easeof
processing, andduediligence.

PILLAR1:FREEDOMOF
MOVEMENT
Europeannationscontinue tooffer the
highestnumberofcountries and territories
towhichcitizenscan travel visa-freeorwitha
visa-on-arrival, aswell as free travel to the
highestnumberofbusinesscentres.Austria
andMalta scored10each,withBulgaria and
Cyprus justbehindatnine.Thisdistinction is
primarilydue toAustria andMaltabeing
partof theSchengenArea, and thereby
benefitting fromacomprehensivecommon
visapolicyanda reciprocitymechanismfor
countrieswithvisaexemptions.Neither
BulgarianorCyprus, forexample, canoffer
visa-free travel to theUnitedStates, a
primarybusinesshub.
Thenexthighest-scoringgroup is formed

by theCaribbeanstates,withAntiguaand
Barbuda,Grenada,StKitts andNevis, and
StLuciaeachawardedeightpoints.This
followsa significantpushon thepartof their
ForeignMinistries, and inparticular thatof
StKitts andNevis, toexpandsimplified
travelofferings for citizens.
CitizensofStKitts andNevis andSt

Luciahaveaccess to 15outof20business
hubs selected for the2019CBI Index,while

citizensofAntiguaandBarbuda,Dominica,
andGrenadacanaccess 14. In total,
Dominicahas slightly fewerdestinations in
its list than itsCaribbeancounterparts,
bringing its score to seven– thesamescore
achievedbyVanuatu.Forboth these
countrieshowever, the trendseems tobe
oneof increasingvisa-freeandvisa-on-
arrivaldestinations.
Therewasnosignificant shift in the scores

receivedbyTurkey, four,orCambodiaand
Jordan,bothofwhich receivedminimum
scores. JordanianscanonlyaccessoneCBI
Indexbusinesscentre,whileTurkishcitizens
can travel freely to five.

PILLAR2:STANDARDOFLIVING
As in2018,Austria andMaltaboth received
topscores in thispillar.Theirhigh life
expectancy, safety levels, andability to
upholdbasic freedomspropelled themto
firstplace, asdid their scores inexpected
yearsof schoolingandeconomic stability.
Austriaperformedbetterwith respect to
grossnational incomepercapita,butMalta
faredbetterwith respect toGDPgrowth.
Cambodiawas theonly country toget

the top score for its rateofGDPgrowth, as
its economycontinues togrowat above
sevenper cent per annum.Overall
however,Cambodia failed to achievehigh
scoreswith respect tonational distribution
ofwealth, citizens’ liberties, andeducational
prospects.
Firstplace inexpectedyearsof schooling

isoccupiedbyGrenada,where theaverage
manorwoman iseducated for 16.9years.
Thehighstandardofprimaryand
secondaryeducation in thecountry is
achievinggreater recognition fromthe
international community, as isGrenada’s
medical andveterinary school: StGeorge’s
University.Witha robusthistoryof
educationandamultitudeof schooling
centres,Austria,Bulgaria, andMalta
followedclosely.
TheeffectsofHurricaneMaria,whichat

the timecaused lossesof226percentof the
country’sGDP, still impactDominica’s

The CBI Index’s key findings present
an evaluation of each country both
overall and within the parameters of
the seven pillars

KEY FINDINGS

Keyfindings:Caribbean
remainson top

economytoday, something that is reflected
byasubduedgrossnational income.
However, its lushvegetationand investment
incleanenergypositions it as thebest
Caribbeannation for lifeexpectancy,
coming inbehindAustria andEurope’s
Mediterraneannations, andscoring the
sameasTurkey.
Overall,AntiguaandBarbuda joined

Grenada to rank topof theCaribbean
nations, risingdue to its increasingly
developedbusiness infrastructureand
growingpropertymarket.Turkey’s score fell
byone, largelydownto loweconomic
growthandcitizens’ freedom.Bulgaria too
experiencedaslightworsening,dropping
fromeightpoints to sevenprimarilybecause
of falteringGDPgrowth.The lowest scores
went toCambodiaandJordan,despite
thesecountries scoringhighly for safety.

PILLAR3:MINIMUM
INVESTMENTOUTLAY
Inofferingcitizenship to successful
applicants inexchange fora$100,000
contribution,bothDominicaandStLucia
attainedaperfect score.Antiguaand
Barbudaalsoproffers an investmentoption
of$100,000,butcontinues toapplya
significantgovernment feeof$25,000,
meaning that, in reality,DominicaandSt
Luciaprovide themostaffordable
citizenshipoptions.
Having first sought to follow thepattern

setby themoreexpensiveEuropean
programmes,Turkeyhasnowcut its
minimuminvestment thresholdby75per
cent to$250,000.This significantvolte-
face, and themanyapplications thatwere
recordedby theTurkishGovernment in its
aftermath,maybean indicationofwhat
minimuminvestmentoutlay– i.e.one in the
lowhundredsof thousandsofdollars rather
than themillions– ismore likely tobalancea
nation’s investmentneedswith the spending
capabilityofprospectiveapplicants.
For the2019edition, theCBI Index

assessed theVanuatuDevelopment
SupportProgramme(DSP) rather than the
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VanuatuContributionProgramme(VCP).
This isbecause theDSPwasconverted into
a full citizenshipprogramme(rather thanan
honorarycitizenshipprogramme) inorder
toattract investment fromabroadermarket.
At$130,000, theDSP is slightly less
expensive than theGrenadaandStKitts
andNevisprogrammes,whichoffer
citizenship to singleapplicantsdonating
$150,000.
At the sametime,Cyprusbucked this

trendand increased its investment
requirements inMay2019by introducing
twoadditional€75,000donationseither in
socioeconomic initiatives supporting the
buildingofaffordablehomes,or to the
Researchand InnovationFoundation.
AlthoughMalta’snominalminimum

investmentamountdidnotchange from
2018 to2019, thepresent strengthof theUS
dollar against theeuromeant it scored
higher this year than itdid in the2018CBI
Index.Austria,Bulgaria, andCambodiadid
notvary their investment requirementsand
wereaccorded thesamescoresas in2018–
currencyexchange rateshavinghad little
impact. Jordanalsomaintained its $1m
minimuminvestmentoutlay.

PILLAR4:MANDATORYTRAVEL
ORRESIDENCE
Fivecountriesdominate thispillar:
Dominica,Grenada, Jordan,StKitts and
Nevis, andStLucia.Applicants to these
programmesdonotneed to travel toor
reside in thecountrybefore, after, orduring
thecitizenshipprocess. In theCaribbean,
this is justifiedby theuseofenhanceddue
diligenceprocedures,which include in-situ
travellingby thirdparty firms to the

applicant’s countryof residenceorbirth.
Thisdoesnot imply,however, that
jurisdictionsdiscourage their economic
citizens fromvisiting forpleasureor to
connectwith their newhome.
Austria,Cambodia,Turkey, andVanuatu

each receivedascoreofeightdue to their
one-time travel requirements.Turkey
requiresapplicants tovisit thenation to
providebiometrics toobtaina residence
card.Vanuatumandatesaone-visit trip to
attendanoath signingceremony.Currently,
applicantshavesomeflexibilityoverwhere
theycan travel to, as theceremonycanbe
held inDubai,HongKong,orSingapore.
Vanuatu is alsocurrently considering
Londonasanadditionaloath-signing
destination–somethingprospective
applicantswill bemonitoringover the
comingyear.
AntiguaandBarbudaandBulgariawere

awardedcommendable scores,with
AntiguaandBarbuda losingsomepoints for
its five-day residence requirementbutnot
for itsoathofallegiance travel requirement,
as, inpractice, applicants complete theoath
at the sametimeas they fulfil the residence
requirement.
Malta, however, laggedwith thispillar’s

lowest scoredue to its significant residence
and travel requirements.Twoseparate trips
mustbemade to thecountry (toprovide
biometrics and take theoathofallegiance),
andapplicantsmust spendaminimumof 12
monthson the islandbefore theycan
receivecitizenship.
AlthoughCyprusmayseemtopresenta

heavy residenceburdenby requiring
applicants toholda residentpermit for at
least sixmonths, there isnophysical

presence requirementattached to the
permit.Applicantsmust, however, visit the
nation twice,once toprovidebiometrics and
once to take theoathof faith.

PILLAR5:CITIZENSHIPTIMELINE
Jumpingsignificantly from its 2018 score,St
Kitts andNevis joinedDominicaand
Vanuatuasoneof the fastest citizenshipby
investmentprogrammes in theworld,
scoring fullmarksand leavingbehind the
delayscausedby thesudden influxof
applicants to itsHurricaneReliefFund.
Processing times inDominicaand

Vanuatuare typicallyunder twomonths;St
Kitts andNevis,whilstperiodically reaching
threemonths,offers anaccelerated route
forapplicantswhopayapremium.StKitts
andNevis remains theonlycitizenshipby
investmentnation toprovide suchanoption
to its applicants. InDominicaandStKitts
andNevis, fasterprocessing times reflect
bothdecades-longexperience in the
industryand themultitudeofmandateddue
diligence firms thatprovideadditional
processing resources.Vanuatu’s speed
shouldbemonitored in thecomingyearas
theDSP isexpected toattractmore
applicants, likely resulting in slower
processing if currentquality controls are to
remainat the same level.
JordanandStLuciaplacedsecondwith

ninepoints.With its relativelynew
programme,Jordanmayexperience longer
processing timesgoing forward ifdemand
frominvestors increases.
Grenadaclimbedby twopoints toeight

– the resultof increased focusonprocessing
followingsignificantwaiting times last year.
Cambodiaalso increased its score from

KEY FINDINGSCORPORATE STATEMENT

Country Freedom of Standard of Min Inv Mandatory Citizenship Ease of Due Total %
Movement Living Outlay Trv/Res Timeline Processing Diligence Points (70)*

Antigua and Barbuda 8 7 9 7 6 9 9 55 79

Austria 10 9 1 8 2 4 4 38 54

Bulgaria 9 7 5 7 1 4 7 40 57

Cambodia 1 5 8 8 8 4 4 38 54

Cyprus 9 8 2 7 6 7 7 46 66

Dominica 7 6 10 10 10 10 10 63 91

Grenada 8 7 9 10 8 9 10 61 87

Jordan 1 5 3 10 9 5 2 36 51

Malta 10 9 4 2 3 8 10 46 65

St Kitts and Nevis 8 6 9 10 10 9 10 62 89

St Lucia 8 6 10 10 9 9 7 59 84

Turkey 4 6 8 8 6 6 4 43 61

Vanuatu 7 6 9 8 10 9 6 54 78

THECBI INDEX
SEVENPILLARS FINALRESULTS

* Each country's
final score as
displayed in the
above table is not
an aggregation of
rounded-up sub-
pillars but an overall
performance score
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seven toeight,whileAntiguaandBarbuda
andCypruseachscoredsix.

Since the2018CBI Index,Turkey’s
rankinghas slippeddue tomounting
applicationsnumbersand, consequently,
speedbeing far lessofaguarantee.Despite
this, it is considerably faster thanMalta
(which takesaround13months),Austria
(twoyears), andBulgaria (three to fiveyears,
dependingon the investmentoption
chosenby the investor).These three
countriesare the slowest citizenshipby
investmentprogrammes.

PILLAR6:EASEOFPROCESSING
Ashasbeen thecase since the launchof the
CBI Index in2017, theCaribbean
programmesachievehighscoresacross the
boardunder thispillar, reflecting their
straightforwardandhighly streamlined
processingsystems.The regionhas long led
theway incollaborationand information-
sharing,whichhasenabled theprogrammes
toapply similarprocessingmodels andoffer
greater transparency.

This isgenerallydue to longevityand
countries’willingness to refine their
programmes.However, notall programmes
offer the samestability toapplicants. InSt
Lucia, forexample, it is unclearwhich–and
when– real estateoptionswill bemade
available for investment.

Vanuatualso rankedhighly, havingno
interview,businessexperience, language,or
cultureandhistory requirements.The
improvements to theDSPand the
guaranteeof full citizenshiparepositive
steps towards improvingprocessingand

certainty, yet, inJune2019, foureconomic
citizenshad their citizenship revoked.The
precise reasonsbehind the revocation, and
thedueprocessprocedures thatwere
applied, are still unclear.

Europe’sprogrammesattaineda rangeof
scores.Eachof them,except forAustria,
requiresapplicants to invest in tangible
assets, suchas real estate,or intangible
assets, suchasgovernmentbonds.These
investmentsdemandtimeandextensive
documentation. JordanandTurkeyalso
requireproofofcomplex investments.For
example, inJordan, anapplicant canchoose
between investing in small andmedium-
sizedenterprises, treasurybonds, securities
inanactive investmentportfolio,or aproject
creatingat least 20 jobs,ordepositing funds
inanon-interest-bearingaccountat the
CentralBankofJordan.

In thepast year,Bulgaria,Cyprus, and
Maltaall receivedcriticismfrom
intergovernmentalEuropeanbodies,which
cast somedoubton thecontinuanceof their
programmes. Indeed,Bulgaria announced it
wouldend its Immigrant Investor
Programme,although thiswasnot followed
inpractice. It also suffered fromallegations
ofwrongdoingbygovernmentemployees
and thepotentialwithdrawalofpassports
fromeconomiccitizens.

Turkey rosebyoneplace toa respectable
sixpoints as it improvedengagementwith
applicants, adevelopment reflected in the
approximately fivefold increaseof firms
marketing thecountry’sprogramme.
CambodiaandAustria are lastdue to the
lackof readily available informationon their

programmes, aswell asmoreexacting
requirements, suchasa language test and
historyandculture test inCambodia, andan
interview inAustria.

PILLAR7:DUEDILIGENCE
Dominica,Grenada,Malta, andStKitts and
Nevis all attained fullmarks.ForDominica,
Malta, andStKitts andNevis, thishasbeen
aconsistent result since the inceptionof the
CBI Index in2017.Greaterdiligence in
authenticatingsourceof fundsensured that
Grenadaalso joined the top rank this year,
rising fromascoreofeight in2018.Despite
a small drop from last year,Antiguaand
Barbudaalso scoredhighlybyvirtueof its
strict requirements fordocumentary
evidenceandemploymentof independent
duediligenceproviders.

Next closest were Bulgaria, Cyprus,
and St Lucia. St Lucia gained two extra
points chiefly as a result of new measures
to exclude applications from certain
jurisdictions which could not be
adequately vetted and posed a risk to
national security. Bulgaria tightened its
requirements for criminal records, now
demanding them from an applicant’s
country of origin and of permanent
residence. However, it also eliminated its
list of restricted nationalities.

Turkeydecreased in rankingdue to it not
implementingduediligence restrictionson
certainnationalities. It came joint fifthwith
Austria andCambodia,whose scores
remainedunchanged.DespitebothAustria
andCambodia requiringbiometrics–a
standard featureof theirpassports– they
each losepointsdue to their requirements
forevidenceof sourceof fundsandpolice
records.Cambodia, forexample, asks fora
letter certifying that theapplicanthasaclear
criminalhistory,butdoesnot requestoriginal
policecertificates fromspecific jurisdictions.
NeitherAustrianorCambodiaemploy
independentduediligence firms toperform
checksonapplicants.

Last is Jordan,which, albeit having
rejectedasignificantpercentageof
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St Luciamoved up
to fourth place
overall, surpassing
Antigua and
Barbuda, by
improving its scores
for freedomof
movement,
citizenship timeline,
and duediligence



applications, appliesaduediligencemodel
with fewer safeguards than thoseof
CaribbeanandEuropean jurisdictions. If
Jordanwere to invest inmorestringent
screeningofapplicantsand their financial
sources, this couldbeakeystep in
strengthening itsprogramme’s reputation
and raising its ranking in theCBI Index.

FINALSCORES:THEHIGHEST
RANKINGPROGRAMMES
Overall, thecentral industry trendsof
transparency,experience, andenhanced
security sawtheCaribbeannationscarry
their success frompast years into2019,
outperforming theirpeers in fiveoutof
sevenpillars.

Dominicaemergedoncemoreas the
countrywith theworld’sbest citizenshipby
investmentprogramme,combining
extensiveduediligencewithefficiency,
speed, affordability, and reliability.Dominica
also set the record for thehighest
percentagescoreeverachievedon theCBI
Index:91percent.

StKitts andNevismaintained itsupward
trajectory regardingvisa-freeandvisa-on
arrivalofferingsandcontinued to
demonstrate its commitment toenhanced
duediligence. It also improved its citizenship
timeline followingclearanceof the
applications submittedduring the
temporaryHurricaneReliefFundoption.
Despitemajor improvements, thecountry
couldbenefit fromprovidingapplicantswith
greatercertaintyas to investmentsofchoice.

Grenadaalso increasedemphasison
programmeduediligence,butbenefited
most from its improvedcitizenship timeline
after the significant slowdownnoted in2018.
StLucia surpassedAntiguaandBarbuda for
the first time, the southern island improving
its scoresunder freedomofmovement,
citizenship timeline, andduediligence.

Thebestperformingprogrammeoutside
of theCaribbeanwasVanuatu’sDSP,
allowing thecountry to remain in sixthplace.
TheDSP,analysedby theCBI Index for the
first time in lieuof theVCP,broughtgreater

clarityandcertainty to investors, yet there
remain issueswith thenation’sduediligence
processesandwith thecertaintyprovided to
successful applicants,particularly after
certainnotable incidentsofdeportation.As
Vanuatu focusesonmaking theoath
processeasier for applicants, itwill be
interesting toobservehowthis affects
investor interestover thecomingyear.

For investors looking towardsEurope,
Malta isnow joint first choicewithCyprus in
termsofoverall scoreswhen theseare
rounded to thenearest integer,butcomes
justbelowwith respect to theirpercentage
scores.Cyprusperformedwell in the
majorityofpillars, and remains the fastest
economiccitizenshipoption in the region
withoneof the simplest residencyand travel
requirements.Malta’s extensive travel
offerings,highstandardof living,well-
establishedprocesses, and robustdue
diligence,meant it scoredmorehighlyon
thesepillars thananyotherEuropean
programmewith theexceptionofAustria,
whichalso stoodout for freedomof
movementandstandardof living.As
compared toothercountries, however,
Malta remains the jurisdictionwith themost
taxing residencyand travelobligations, and

hasoneof the longest timeframes inwhich
toobtaincitizenship.

Thebetter scorerof the twoMiddle
Easternplayers in theCBI Index,Turkey
overtookBulgaria toplaceninth,owing to its
faster,moreeconomic, andmore
straightforwardprogramme.Akeyareaof
improvementwasminimuminvestment
outlay, as thenationdropped itsminimum
investment to$250,000.To further improve
its score,Turkeywoulddowell to invest in
greaterduediligenceanddevelopingvisa-
freeandvisa-on-arrival agreementswith
internationalpartners, aswell as raise the
standardof livingof its citizens.Bulgarian
economiccitizens,on theotherhand, can
enjoyagoodqualityof lifeandwidespread
visa-freeaccess,but shouldexpect towait at
least threeyearsand fulfil burdensome
requirements.

Joint 11thworldwidewithCambodia,
Austriaoffers ahighstandardof livingand
globalmobility,butpresentsa lengthy
timelineand lowduediligence. Incontrast to
itsEuropeanneighbours,Austria’s residency
and travel requirementsaremoreattractive,
yetapplicants continue toencountera
considerable lackofclarity and reliability
aroundprocessing.Equally,Cambodiamust
domore to improve itsprocessesanddue
diligence, yet it also facesbroader
challenges: averagequalityof life is lowand
its citizensare limited in their ability to travel.
Both these issuesare sharedwithJordan.

This left lastplace toJordan,whose
scores forduediligenceand living
conditions fell.Whilst Jordanhas
establishedoneof theCBI Index’s faster
programmesandhasnomandatory travel
or residence requirements, investment
outlaysarehighand there is apaucityof
publicly available informationconcerning its
systems.Providingmorereliable information
tohelp inform investors couldconsiderably
raise itsprofile.Given thatJordan, like
Turkey, is still in theearly stagesof
developingand refining itsoffering,
amendmentsare likely tomaterialise in the
future.

KEY FINDINGSCORPORATE STATEMENT
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COUNTRY TOTAL PERCENTAGE
RANK POINTS

1 Dominica 63 91

2 St Kitts and Nevis 62 89

3 Grenada 61 87

4 St Lucia 59 84

5 Antigua and Barbuda 55 79

6 Vanuatu 54 78

7 Cyprus 46 66

8 Malta 46 65

9 Turkey 43 61

10 Bulgaria 40 57

11 Austria 38 54

11 Cambodia 38 54

13 Jordan 36 51

THEFINALSCORES



Thesevenpillarsof the2019CBI I

FREEDOM OF
MOVEMENT

TOP
COUNTRIES

TOP
COUNTRIES

TOP
COUNTRIES

STANDARD
OF LIVING

MINIMUN
INVESTMENT

OUTLAY
91%

84%

66%

57%

89%

79%

65%

54%

87%

78%

61%

54%

51%

1. Dominica

5. Antigua
and Barbuda

7. Cyprus

9. Turkey

2. St Kitts
and Nevis

4. St Lucia

8. Malta

11. Austria

3. Grenada

6. Vanuatu

10. Bulgaria

13. Jordan

11. Cambodia

OVERALL RESULTS
OF THE 2019CBI INDEX

Austria, Malta

Bulgaria, Cyprus

Both countries offer
citizens visa-free travel
or a visa-on-arrival to

180+ destinations. These
include 19 of the CBI
Index’s top global busi-

ness hubs

Citizens of Bulgaria
and Cyprus can access
with ease 18 of the CBI
Index’s global business
hubs and around 170
overall destinations

Austria, Malta Dominica, St Lucia

GROWTH

EDUCATION

BIGGESTMOVER
Turkey jumped five places by
reducing its minimum outlay to

$250,000

Grenadian citizens can
expect on average 16.9
years of education – the
highest in the CBI Index.
Austria is not far behind

with 16.1 years

Cambodia has the
highest real GDP

growth rate of 7.5 per
cent, higher than many

Western countries

$100,000
FOR SINGLE
APPLICANTS
Dominica and St Lucia
continue to provide
the most affordable
investment options

MOST
EXPENSIVE

Austria, followed by Cyprus

7.5%
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enpillarsof the2019CBI Index

TOP
COUNTRIES

TOP
COUNTRIES

TOP
COUNTRY

TOP
COUNTRIES

CITIZENSHIP
TIMELINE

EASE OF
PROCESSING

DUE
DILIGENCE

MANDATORY
TRAVEL OR
RESIDENCE

SEVEN PILLARSCORPORATE STATEMENT

DominicaDominica, Grenada,
Jordan, St Kitts and

Nevis, St Lucia

Dominica, Grenada,
Malta, St Kitts

and Nevis

Jordan, St Lucia

Dominica,
St Kitts and Nevis,

Vanuatu

Antigua and Barbuda,
Grenada, St Kitts and

Nevis, St Lucia, Vanuatu
12 MONTHS
Citizenship hopefuls
of Malta must first

reside for 12 months
on the island, as well as
visit Malta to provide

biometrics and take an
oath

St Kitts and Nevis
joined the top rank this

year due to reduced
delays, coupled with its

Accelerated Application
Process (AAP), which

offers a fixed processing
time of 60 days

TEST
Cambodia provides the
only programme where

applicants must display a
certain level of language

proficiency and pass a
history or culture exam

With some jurisdictions
now posing a greater risk
to national security, the

exclusion of applications
from certain countries

was an important factor

INTERVIEW
Austrian and Bulgarian

citizens-to-be must
attend an interview

SLOWEST
At 36 months minimum,

Bulgaria takes the
longest

5 DAYS
Antigua and Barbuda
requires applicants to
spend 5 days over a
5-year period in the

country. Children can
wait until they are 18 to

do this

The best programmes
thoroughly investigate
the applicants’ sources

of funds
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THE ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA 
CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT 
PROGRAMME
The Antigua and Barbuda Citizenship by 
Investment Programme was established by 
the Antigua and Barbuda Citizenship by 
Investment Act, 2013. Antigua and 
Barbuda offers four investment 
alternatives for successful applicants.

The first alternative allows single 
applicants, as well as a family of up to four 
persons, to make a minimum contribution 
of $100,000 to the National Development 
Fund (NDF), a not-for-profit organisation 
created to run both public and private 
projects as well as charitable initiatives such 
as improving access to healthcare and 
education. This contribution threshold was 
proposed under a limited time offer 
scheduled to end on 31 October 2019.

The second alternative requires the 
applicant to make an investment of 
$400,000 or more into one of the 
Government’s approved real estate 
projects for a period of five years. From 1 
May 2018 to until 31 October 2019, under 
a separate limited time offer, an applicant 
with no more than three additional family 
members may make a joint investment 
with a ‘related party,’ with both the 
applicant and the ‘related party’ making a 
minimum investment of $200,000. A 
‘related party’ is one with the same 
Licenced Agent as the applicant.

The third alternative entails an 
investment of $1.5m into an eligible, 
Government-approved, business project. 
Applicants can apply as joint investors so 
long as each applicant makes a $400,000 
minimum investment into a project worth 
at least $5m.

The final alternative, introduced in 

October 2018, applies to families of at least 
four persons who invest $150,000 into the 
University of the West Indies Fund. In 
addition to receiving citizenship, one 
member of the family will also be entitled 
to a one year, tuition-only scholarship.

Government and Due Diligence Fees 
apply for all alternatives to citizenship, with 
the former starting at $25,000 for any 
application of up to four persons applying 
under the NDF or the University of the 
West Indies Fund. Government Fees 
increase with the number of persons 
included in an application, and start at 
twice as high for applications under the real 
estate and business options. In all cases, ten 
per cent of the Government Fees are due 
upon submission of the application and are 
deemed non-refundable.

There continue to be delays in 
application processing by the Citizenship 
by Investment Unit, the Government 
body responsible for reviewing all 
applications under the Programme. Due 
diligence procedures are strict, with a May 
2019 passport recall being ascribed to 
ensuring that all economic citizens hold 
e-passports. A number of nationalities are 
excluded outright from the application 
process.

Although there is no mandated 
interview or knowledge-based test, 
Antigua and Barbuda requires applicants 
to travel to the nation, or to an embassy or 
consulate, to sign an oath of allegiance. 
Furthermore, once awarded, citizenship is 
conditional on the applicant spending five 
days on Antiguan or Barbadian soil within 
five years of obtaining citizenship. This 
requirement is waived for children until 
after they reach the age of majority at 18.

In June 2017, Antigua and Barbuda lost 
visa-free access to Canada, one of its most 
significant selling points. Recently, 
however, additions have been made to the 
list of countries and territories to which 
citizens of Antigua and Barbuda may 
travel, such as the Republic of Kosovo and 
Russia. Antigua and Barbuda accepts dual 
nationality.

A closer look at the 13 citizenship by 
investment programmes which make 
up the 2019 CBI Index

PROGRAMMES

Programme profiles
CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT 
IN AUSTRIA
The particulars of Austria’s citizenship by 
investment procedures are not clearly 
codified in the laws of the nation. Rather, 
the scheme draws broad legitimacy from 
Article 10, Paragraph 6 of the 1985 
Nationality Act, which gives leave to the 
Federal Government to grant citizenship 
where a person displays actual or expected 
outstanding achievements. The Federal 
Government may, by an order, lay down 
specific stipulations regarding the grant of 
nationality under Article 10, Paragraph 6. Its 
failure to fully do so has made the Austrian 
scheme one of the least transparent 
processes in the economic citizenship 
arena.

The outstanding achievement 
underlined in Austria’s laws can be 
economic and can cover those whose 
investments in Austria are sufficient to 
trigger the provision.

Exclusive and limited to those who can 
guarantee a positive attitude towards 
Austria, and who do not pose a danger to 
law and order, public safety, or other public 
interests, the scheme has operated 
intermittently, and only rarely are aspiring 
applicants successful. The scheme is also 
mindful of Austria’s – and the applicant’s – 
associations with other states, barring 
persons whose relations with foreign states 
would be detrimental to Austria, or who, 
upon becoming Austrian nationals, would 
damage the country’s international 
relations. A person is also barred given the 
existence of certain criminal convictions, 
immigration orders, and affiliations with 
extremism.

The two-year process involves filing the 
application in person (unless the applicant 
is incompetent to act) and significant 
communication with various Government 
representatives. Article 10(a)(2) exempts 
prospective economic citizens from having 
to demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the 
German language and basic knowledge of 
Austria’s history and democratic system. An 
applicant who lives outside of Austria must 
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however travel to the relevant Austrian 
diplomatic or consular authority to give the 
oath of allegiance (with some exceptions 
for those who cannot reasonably be 
expected to appear to deliver the oath).

Although Austria generally disallows 
dual nationality, Article 10, Paragraph 6 
applicants are permitted to retain their 
original citizenship, bringing the scheme in 
line with those of other jurisdictions offering 
economic citizenship. Benefits of Austrian 
citizenship include the right to live and work 
in any country in the European Economic 
Area (EEA) and Switzerland, as well as 
facilitated travel to the United States and 
Canada.

 
THE BULGARIAN IMMIGRANT 
INVESTOR PROGRAMME
The Bulgarian Immigrant Investor 
Programme (BGIIP) was created in 2009, 
and finds its legal basis in Article 25(1) of 
the Foreigners in the Republic of Bulgaria 
Act and Article 14(a) of the Citizenship 
Act. Designed as a quick route to 
citizenship via a period of nominal 
permanent residence in Bulgaria, the BGIIP 
does not require the investor to physically 
spend time in Bulgaria while waiting for 
citizenship to be issued. This feature makes 
the BGIIP one of a handful of European 
citizenship programmes where prior 
physical residence in the nation is not 
compulsory.

There are two investment options 
under the BGIIP, the first leading to 
citizenship in five years, the latter doing 
so in three. Under the first option, the 
applicant must make a BGN1m 
guaranteed investment in government 
bonds, whilst under the second option the 
applicant must make a BGN2m 
investment in government bonds or in a 
Bulgarian company. As of 2019, it is not 
possible for applicants to combine 
government bonds and company 
investments – they must choose between 
one type of investment or the other. 
Under both the BGN1m and the BGN2m 
routes, the investment must be retained 

provided they obtain an Electronic Travel 
Authorization (eTA). Bulgaria has yet to 
join the Schengen Area, although it is 
taking steps towards membership. Dual 
citizenship is allowed.

 
CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT 
IN CAMBODIA
As early as 1996, provisions were made in 
Cambodia’s Law on Nationality to allow 
foreigners to naturalise following an 
investment in the Kingdom. These were 
further outlined, in their most recent form, 
by Sub-decree 287 of 2013. On 11 June 
2018, the Cambodian Senate approved a 
draft law aimed at modifying Cambodia’s 
economic citizenship landscape and, in 
particular, raising investment thresholds. 
The draft law, however, has yet to reach the 
final stages of approval.

Cambodia therefore continues to afford 
economic citizenship to persons who invest 
1.25bn Cambodian riels into the nation. 
The investment must be approved either 
by the Cambodian Development Council 
or by the Royal Government. Citizenship is 
also available to those who donate 1bn 
Cambodian riels for the restoration and 
rebuilding of Cambodia’s economy.

Knowledge of Khmer history and 
language is required, and applicants must 
travel to Cambodia to obtain good 
behaviour, police, and health certificates, 
as well as to sign the relevant citizenship 
oath. Applicants who choose the 
investment option must register a 
residence in Cambodia at the time of the 
application, although they need not live 
there. This requirement is waived for 

for a period of five years, after which time 
it is returned to the investor without any 
interest that may have accrued.

Applications under the BGIIP are first 
submitted to a local Bulgarian consulate, 
which redirects them to the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and issues a first-stage visa 
for the applicant to enter Bulgaria and file 
for permanent residence. Thereafter, 
processing is conducted by the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. These entities do not test 
applicants on their knowledge of Bulgarian 
or of local culture. Beginning in 2019, 
applicants are requested to sit an interview 
when they submit their application.

The BGIIP is only available to non-EU 
nationals, who must make two formal trips 
to Bulgaria; once to file for permanent 
residence, and once to register permanent 
residence and receive the relevant identity 
documents. Permanent residence may be 
expected within six to nine months of 
submission, while citizenship rests on the 
option selected by the applicant.

In response to concern regarding due 
diligence, starting from 2019 Bulgaria 
demands criminal records both from an 
applicant’s home country and country of 
permanent residence. Further concerns led 
to an announcement that Bulgaria would 
end its BGIIP, but the announcement has 
yet to bring material changes to Bulgaria’s 
citizenship offering. 

The benefits of Bulgarian citizenship 
include free movement rights throughout 
all the member states of the European 
Union. Starting 1 December 2017, citizens 
of Bulgaria were granted the right to travel 
visa-free to Canada for up to six months, 

PROGRAMME PROFILES CORPORATE STATEMENT

Although Austria 
generally disallows 
dual nationality, 
Article 10, 
Paragraph 6 
applicants are 
permitted to retain 
their original 
citizenship, bringing 
the scheme in line 
with those of other 
jurisdictions 
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applicants who choose to donate.
Applications are reviewed by the 

Ministry of the Interior, although citizenship 
may only be granted by the King by Royal 
Decree. The entire process can take 
between three and six months to complete, 
with some evidence that speedier 
processing may be possible.

Citizenship of Cambodia brings visa-
free travel rights to around 50 countries and 
territories, the majority of which are located 
in Southeast Asia. As a member of 
ASEAN, Cambodia affords opportunities 
for facilitated trade and mobility among 
member states, including the right to work 
and live abroad for certain professionals. 
For those wishing to retain their citizenship 
of birth, Cambodia allows dual citizenship. 
Finally, as Khmer citizens, applicants may 
purchase real estate in the country – a 
privilege exclusive to Cambodians.

 
THE CYPRUS INVESTMENT 
PROGRAMME
Grounded in Section 111A of the Civil 
Registry Laws of 2002-2019, the Cyprus 
Investment Programme has undergone 

several alterations. In its original form, it 
required a €15m investment – a price that 
discouraged applicant participation. The 
rules for the current Programme, which is 
capped at 700 applicants per year, came 
into effect in May 2019.

Any Non-Cypriot can apply under the 
Programme, using personal, spousal, or 
corporate funds to make the necessary 
donations and investment(s). Such 
investment(s) must be made at most three 
years prior to applying and held for five 
years following citizenship.

Applicants must purchase real estate 
valued at €500,000 plus V.A.T. and declare 
that real estate as their permanent 
residence. They must then make two 
€75,000 donations – one to the Research 
and Innovation Foundation and one to the 
Cyprus Land Development Corporation. 
Applicants have some flexibility with 
regards to the first donation. For example, 
they can show alternative investments in a 
certified innovative or social enterprise. 
Finally, applicants must choose one of four 
€2m investment options.

 The first and most popular option 

involves purchasing or constructing 
buildings, land development projects, or 
infrastructure. Applicants who select 
residential real estate need not spend the 
additional €500,000 to establish a 
permanent residence in Cyprus, so long as 
the chosen real estate had not previously 
been used in relation to Cypriot citizenship 
by investment.

The second option involves the 
purchase or establishment of, or 
participation in, a Cypriot company with 
significant activity and turnover, and 
employing at least five Cypriot or EU 
citizens. Shipping sector investments are 
eligible under this option.

The third option entails transferring 
moneys to Alternative Investment Funds 
(AIF) or Registered Alternative Investment 
Funds (RAIF) established and investing 
exclusively in Cyprus. The AIF or RAIF 
must be licensed, registered, and 
supervised by the Cyprus Securities and 
Exchange Commission (CySec). There are 
some limitations on the investments that 
selected AIF and RAIF can make.

The fourth option is a combination of 
any of the above.

Application and Naturalisation 
Certificate Issuing Fees apply, and are 
levied by the Ministry of Interior, which 
manages the Programme.

Cyprus’ six-month long due diligence 
checks integrate Schengen and other EU 
controls, as applicants must show a valid 
Schengen Visa and must not have been 
rejected for citizenship in other EU 
member states. Applicants’ EU assets must 
also not have been frozen as a result of 
sanctions.

Applicants must be resident permit 
holders for at least six months prior to 
obtaining citizenship. Permit applications 
can be made at the same time as citizenship 
applications and must be lodged in person 
with the Civil Registry and Migration 
Department, which records applicant 
biometrics. Travel to Cyprus is also required 
for applicants who are approved and take 
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the Oath of Faith. Cyprus does not impose 
tests or the passing of formal interviews.

Citizenship of Cyprus triggers the right 
to live and work within the European Union, 
but it does not occasion membership of the 
Schengen Area. Citizens may avail 
themselves of visa-free travel to centres 
such as Canada and the United Arab 
Emirates, but not the United States. 

THE DOMINICA CITIZENSHIP BY 
INVESTMENT PROGRAMME
Dominica’s Citizenship by Investment 
Programme was launched in 1993 and is 
known for being one of the world’s most 
efficient and transparent options for 
economic citizenship. It plays a major role in 
promoting social and environmental 
causes, particularly sustainable 
development.

The Programme was reshaped by the 
Commonwealth of Dominica Citizenship 
by Investment Regulations, 2014 to include 
diverse investment options and even 
stricter regulation processes. The 
Programme’s most recent regulations, 
issued in August 2017, modified some 
investment thresholds and fees.

The Programme offers two investment 
opportunities: a one-time contribution into 
the Economic Diversification Fund (EDF), 
or an investment in Government-approved 
real estate. Funds transferred to the EDF 
have been instrumental in Dominica’s 
national development, particularly through 
the reconstruction of key infrastructure, 
sustainable housing, and the agricultural 
sector.

The EDF option requires a contribution 
of $100,000 for a single applicant – a value 

that increases as family members are added 
to an application. The real estate option 
requires an investment amounting to at 
least $200,000, to which a single applicant 
must add a $25,000 real estate 
Government Fee. The real estate must be 
held for a period of three years, which 
increases to five years if the future 
purchaser is also an applicant for citizenship 
by investment. Other applicable fees 
include Due Diligence and minor 
Processing and Certificate of Naturalisation 
Fees.

The Citizenship by Investment Unit is 
the Government authority tasked with 
managing and processing applications for 
economic citizenship. To qualify for 
Dominica’s Citizenship by Investment 
Programme, applicants must have a clean 
criminal record and prove they are of good 
character, as well as pass a series of due 
diligence checks including those regarding 
source of funds.

By regulation, the Unit must respond to 
an application within three months of its 
submission. Application processing is 
however often much faster, taking between 
45 and 60 days. The Unit continues to 
maintain one of the fastest processing 
times in the citizenship by investment 
industry.

The application process in Dominica is 
straightforward, as there are no interview, 
travel, or residence requirements, either 
before or after attaining citizenship. 
Applicants also need not learn English, nor 
show a minimum level of education or 
business experience.

Benefits of citizenship of Dominica 
include visa-free travel to over 130 foreign 

destinations, dual citizenship, and the 
opportunity to experience a different, eco-
friendly lifestyle.

 
THE GRENADA CITIZENSHIP BY 
INVESTMENT PROGRAMME
Created in 2013 by the Grenada 
Citizenship by Investment Act, Grenada’s 
Citizenship by Investment Programme 
supports the nation’s renewable and 
sustainable development initiatives, and 
stimulates foreign investment to promote 
tourism, construction, agriculture, and 
manufacturing. The Grenada Programme 
has gained recognition and trust thanks to 
its due diligence processes.

The Grenada Citizenship by Investment 
Programme offers applicants two 
investment options. The first option is a 
contribution into the National 
Transformation Fund (NTF), a 
Government institution responsible for 
locating and financing alternative, 
economy-stimulating investments for the 
country. The second option is an 
investment in a Government-approved real 
estate project, which itself presents two 
choices. Applicants can invest $350,000 in 
any pre-approved project. Alternatively, 
they can jointly invest $220,000 in pre-
approved tourism developments to which 
the developer has already committed 20 
per cent of the total expected cost. All 
applicants who purchase real estate from 
previous economic citizens must hold their 
real estate for five years.

Applicants under either option are 
responsible for paying associated 
Application, Processing, and Due 
Diligence Fees. A single applicant must 
make a $150,000 minimum donation to the 
NTF, while families are responsible for 
making larger payments. Any application 
lodged by up to four family members 
requires payment of an additional $50,000 
Government Fee where the real estate 
option is selected. Additional moneys are 
required, however, when parents or 
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grandparents under the age of 55, or 
siblings, are included in an application.

Grenada is, as of May 2019, the only 
citizenship by investment jurisdiction to 
allow applicants’ siblings to be included in 
their application, so long as they are at least 
18 years old and single with no children.

Application review has improved since 
last year, with the Citizenship by Investment 
Committee (CBIC) no longer 
experiencing 2018’s “prolonged delays,” 
and agents becoming familiar with the 
country’s updated application forms dating 
to March 2018. Grenada’s policies of not 
requiring an interview, business experience, 
proficiency in the English language, and 
travel or residence remain the same.

Grenadian citizenship can benefit 
successful applicants by providing them 
with options for global mobility, particularly 
to China, with which Grenada has an 
extradition treaty formalised in October 
2018. Grenadian citizens are eligible to 
apply for the United States’ renewable E-2 
visa. Dual nationality is allowed.

 
CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT 
IN JORDAN
Jordan announced the commencement of 
its economic citizenship programme in 
February 2018, finding legal basis in the 
provisions of the Jordanian Nationality 
Law, 1954 (No. 6 of 1954), and particularly 
in Article 13(2), which removes the 
residence requirement for persons whose 
naturalisation is in the public interest or who 
are ‘Arab’ – that is, persons whose father was 
of Arab origin and who are nationals of a 

member state of the League of Arab 
States. It is also possible, if less desirable, for 
persons to obtain citizenship under Article 
5, although such persons must relinquish all 
other nationalities. No more than 500 
persons are accepted for economic 
citizenship per year.

Applicants have five options. First, they 
can decide to invest $1m in Jordanian small 
and medium-sized enterprises, and hold 
that investment for a period of at least five 
years. Second, they can deposit $1.5m in a 
non-interest-bearing account at the 
Central Bank of Jordan, again for a period 
of at least five years. Third, they can invest 
in treasury bonds worth $1.5m, to be held 
for 10 years at an interest rate determined 
by the Central Bank of Jordan. Fourth, they 
can purchase securities from an active 
investment portfolio priced at $1.5m. Fifth, 
they can invest $2m in any project across 
the country, or $1.5m in projects that are 
located in Governorates outside of that of 
Amman, that create a minimum of 20 local 
jobs, and that remain active for no less than 
three years.

Applications for citizenship are lodged 
with the Jordan Investment Commission 
(JIC), an entity established in 2014 to 
succeed the Jordan Investment Board, 
which was first founded in 1995. The role of 
the JIC is to promote investment in Jordan 
and respond to emerging trends in the 
international and domestic economic 
environment. Successful applications must 
be approved by the Council of Ministers 
and the Monarch, in a process that takes 
around two months.

Naturalised Jordanians are barred from 
political or diplomatic positions, from any 
public office prescribed by the Council of 
Ministers, and from becoming members of 
the State Council for a period of 10 years 
from the grant of citizenship. They are also 
excluded from participation in municipal or 
village councils for a period of five years 
from obtaining citizenship.

Loss of citizenship for naturalised 
persons is considered whenever a person 
commits or attempts to commit an act to 
endanger Jordan’s peace and security, or 
when a person is found to have 
misrepresented evidence during the 
naturalisation process. Revocation of 
citizenship is also possible in certain 
instances where a person enters foreign 
military or civil service, or the service of an 
enemy state.

 
THE MALTA INDIVIDUAL 
INVESTOR PROGRAMME
Malta’s Individual Investor Programme (IIP) 
is a strong contender on the European 
scene. Moulded in its current form by Legal 
Notice 47 of 2014 and its 2018 amendment, 
the IIP must not exceed 1,800 successful 
main applicants.

The IIP presents a single three-tier 
investment strategy for applicants 
interested in obtaining citizenship of Malta.

First, the applicant commits to making a 
€650,000 non-refundable contribution, of 
which €10,000 must be remitted as a non-
refundable deposit upon submission of the 
application. Of the €650,000 contribution, 
four per cent is given to the IIP’s sole 
concessionaire and six per cent is delivered 
to the Malta Individual Investor 
Programme Agency, which has been 
processing applications since May 2018. Of 
the remainder, 70 per cent is distributed to 
the country’s National Development and 
Social Fund (NDSF) and 30 per cent is 
paid into the Consolidated Fund. There 
has been some concern, expressed by the 
International Monetary Fund in its 
September 2018 Technical Assistance 
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Report, that this separation may lead to 
fragmented budgetary decisions, as the 
NDSF’s Board of Governors has discretion 
in allocating resources without 
Government or Parliamentary approval.

Second, the applicant either purchases 
real estate at a minimum value of 
€350,000 or rents property at a cost of at 
least €16,000 per annum.  Whether the 
applicant chooses to purchase or rent, the 
real estate must be held for a period of five 
years, during which time it may not be let or 
sublet.

To complete the investment portfolio, 
the applicant must also acquire 
government bonds, stocks, debentures, or 
special purpose vehicles for a value of 
€150,000, to be retained for a period of 
five years.

As well as completing the three-part 
investment, an applicant must also pay Due 
Diligence Fees and Bank Charges, and 
purchase global health insurance of at least 
€50,000 (to be prolonged indefinitely).

Under the IIP, citizenship is – at best – a 
one-year endeavour, as applicants must 
show 12 months’ residence on Malta. An 
e-residence card is issued to enable 
applicants to live on the island during this 
time.

Maltese citizenship does not come at 
the price of one’s previous nationality, as 
dual nationality was allowed in 2000. It 
brings a number of benefits including the 
right to live and work in the European 
Union and visa-free travel to Canada, the 
Schengen Area, and the US. Successful 
applicants under the IIP can expect their 
names to be published on Malta’s Gazette, 
and to be identified as recipients of Maltese 
citizenship, within 12 months of obtaining 
their citizenship.

 
THE ST KITTS AND NEVIS 
CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT 
PROGRAMME
Home to the world’s most longstanding 
economic citizenship programme, the 
Federation of St Kitts and Nevis has a 

35-year history of leading the field of 
economic citizenship. Indeed, the St Kitts 
and Nevis Citizenship by Investment 
Programme has earned multiple awards 
and a reputation as the ‘platinum standard’ 
of citizenship by investment.

To qualify for economic citizenship, 
applicants are invited to invest in either the 
Sustainable Growth Fund (SGF), the 
Sugar Industry Diversification Foundation 
(SIDF), or pre-authorised real estate. Due 
Diligence Fees apply under all options, as 
do minor Processing and Certificate of 
Registration Fees.

The SGF is a relatively new and 
permanent feature of the Programme, 
having been established by regulation in 
March 2018. The SGF substituted the 
temporary Hurricane Relief Fund (HRF), 
whose establishment in 2017 resulted in 
elevated application numbers. Under the 
SGF, a single applicant must make a 
minimum donation of $150,000.

SIDF applicants who prefer to pursue St 
Kitts and Nevis’ traditional route to 
economic citizenship can continue to 
contribute a non-refundable sum of 
$250,000. Contributions are redirected to 
projects that facilitate the country’s 
transition from an economy specialised in 
sugar production, to one that offers a 
variety of services and products.

There are two branches to St Kitts and 
Nevis’ real estate option. Under the first 
branch, the applicant must buy property 
worth at least $400,000, and keep it for five 
years. Under the second branch, the 
applicant must make a joint investment 
with another applicant, with each 
investment worth at least $200,000. The 
investment must be retained for a period of 
seven years. A $35,000 real estate 
Government Fee is applicable for single 
applicants irrespective of the real estate 
branch they select.

The Citizenship by Investment Unit, 
which processes all applications for 
citizenship by investment, normally issues 
approvals or denials within three months, 

having dealt with the application build-up 
caused by the success of the HRF. A VIP 
Accelerated Application Process (AAP), 
available at a premium fee, allows 
applicants to receive their passport within 
60 days of submitting their application. 
Currently, St Kitts and Nevis is the only 
citizenship by investment nation to offer a 
secure, fast-track route. There is no 
interview, language, education, or business 
requirement for any of the options chosen. 
Travel to the twin-islands is not obligatory, 
and no minimum residence stays apply 
either prior to or after citizenship is 
obtained.

Due diligence procedures remain 
among industry’s most robust and are 
expected to be further strengthened 
following new regulations focusing on 
fingerprinting and biometrics. 

Benefits of citizenship of St Kitts and 
Nevis include visa-free travel to a growing 
number of worldwide destinations – the 
highest of any citizenship by investment 
country in the Caribbean. Citizens are 
allowed to hold multiple nationalities.

PROGRAMME PROFILES CORPORATE STATEMENT
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THE ST LUCIA CITIZENSHIP BY 
INVESTMENT PROGRAMME
Inaugurated in January 2016, St Lucia’s 
Citizenship by Investment Programme is 
the Caribbean’s newest and most 
uncertain economic citizenship 
programme. There are concerns with 
respect to the real estate arm of the 
Programme, which has seen project 
cancellations and suspensions, and which 
currently only features one approved 
development. There are also continued 
claims by the St Lucia opposition party 
that legislative changes to the Programme 
“will be repealed upon a return to 
governance” and that transparency 
remains a concern. 

St Lucia has four investment options. 
The fastest option is a contribution to St 
Lucia’s National Economic Fund (NEF). 
Moneys deposited into the NEF are 
intended for progressive local 
development projects selected by the 
Minister of Finance with the approval of 
Parliament. Originally set at a $200,000 
contribution, on 1 January 2017 the 
Government reduced the entry threshold 
to $100,000.

The second option under the 
Programme asks applicants to make a 
minimum investment of $300,000 into a 
Government-approved real estate project. 
To date, the Government has designated 
one real estate project for selection under 
this option, which, upon purchase, must be 
held for a period of five years.

Applicants may also acquire 
government bonds worth at least 
$500,000. The bonds must be held for 
five years and cannot return a rate of 
interest.

Under the Programme’s final option, 
applicants can make a minimum 
investment of $3.5m into a Government-
approved enterprise project. Projects, 
which may be initiated by applicants 
themselves, can range from the building of 
a port to the establishment of a university, 
and must result in the creation of at least 

three permanent jobs. Applicants may 
partner with others to launch a joint 
venture, so long as a total minimum 
investment of $6m is made, with each 
investor contributing no less than $1m. At 
least six permanent jobs must be 
generated as a result of the joint venture.

Due Diligence Fees are always levied. 
Processing Fees apply under all options 
except for investments in real estate, while 
Administration Fees apply only to the real 
estate, government bond, and enterprise 
project options. The latter start at $30,000 
for real estate investors, and at $50,000 for 
single applicants choosing the government 
bond or enterprise project routes.

Applications are processed by the 
Citizenship by Investment Unit and are 
returned with an approval or denial within 
three months of submission. There is no 
need for applicants to learn English, or to 
prove any business skills or education. 
Applicants also need not attend an 
interview, reside in St Lucia, or travel to the 
island.

Citizenship of St Lucia offers a viable 
alternative for anyone seeking a relaxing 
lifestyle and global access to around 145 
countries and territories. St Lucia has no 
restrictions on holding dual nationality. 
New Regulations, gazetted in April 2019, 
provided for family members of applicants 
to be included in an application for 
economic citizenship even after the 
investor is granted citizenship, bringing St 
Lucia in line with other Caribbean nations 
offering citizenship by investment.

 
CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT 
IN TURKEY
Turkey’s economic citizenship programme 
was launched in January 2017. It finds its 
basis in Turkey’s Citizenship Law, Act No. 
5901 and in Regulation 2016/9601, passed 
by the Council of Minister on 12 
December 2016. Article 12 of the Act 
specifies that a person may obtain Turkish 
citizenship for “outstanding service in the 
social or economic arena” provided this 

The Turkish scheme 
has no restrictions on 
an applicant’s 
country of origin, 
making it a popular 
option for those who 
are banned from 
partaking in the 
programmes of 
other nations

creates no obstacle to “national security 
and public order.” Regulation 2016/9601 
was amended by Regulation 2018/30540 
and Presidential Decree 106, made on 18 
September 2018 and gazetted a day later. 
It was further amended by Regulation 
2018/418, made in December 2018.

Applicants interested in obtaining 
citizenship of Turkey may do so by 
choosing one of five routes. The first three 
routes each entail retention of the 
investment for a period of three years. 
They are: purchasing property valued at 
$250,000, depositing $500,000 in a 
Turkish bank, or investing $500,000 in 
government bonds. The applicant must 
ensure recognition of the investment by 
either the Ministry of Environment and 
Urbanisation, the Council of Bank Audit 
and Regulation, or the Ministry of Treasury 
and Finance, depending on the chosen 
investment. The remaining two routes to 
citizenship are an investment of $500,000 
in fixed capital, to be acknowledged by the 
Ministry of Industry and Technology, or the 
creation of 50 jobs in Turkey, to be 
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acknowledged by the Ministry of Family, 
Labour, and Social Security.

The application process can take several 
months – a result of the uptake in 
applications following the 2018 
amendments. There is no requirement for 
applicants to learn Turkish or to attend a 
mandatory interview. There is also no 
requirement to establish residence by 
physical presence. However, the applicant 
will need to obtain an investor residence 
card.

There are no restrictions on an 
applicant’s country of origin, making the 
Turkish citizenship by investment route a 
popular option for those who are banned 
from partaking in the programmes of other 
nations.

While the ultimate decision on the grant 
of economic citizenship originally rested 
with the Council of Ministers, following the 
2018 amendments it is now in the hands of 
Turkey’s President.

Turkey allows dual nationality and is 
considered a moderate country within the 
context of the Middle East. Despite 
various attempts at obtaining visa-free 
travel to the Schengen Area, including by 
the making of an agreement with the 
European Union on the flow of refugees, 

Turkish nationals must obtain visas to enter 
the Schengen member states. They must 
also apply for visas to Canada and the 
United States.

 
THE VANUATU DEVELOPMENT 
SUPPORT PROGRAMME
The Pacific island of Vanuatu has two 
concurrent citizenship by investment 
programmes: the Development Support 
Programme (DSP) and the Vanuatu 
Contribution Programme (VCP). Until 
recently, the DSP had been limited in 
scope, offering honorary citizenship that 
reduced one’s ability to vote and partake in 
public life. This changed with the 
Citizenship (Amendment) Act (No. 34 of 
2018). The DSP was further enhanced by 
the Citizenship (Development Support 
Programme) Regulations Order No. 33 of 
2019, which improved the programme’s 
competitiveness, bringing applicant costs 
in line with the VCP whilst also enabling 
participation by Ni-Vanuatu designated 
agents with an office registered in Port 
Vila. The VCP, on the other hand, remains 
the purview of a single agent and its 
affiliated exclusive marketing agent, based 
in Hong Kong.

Applications under the DSP are 

processed by the Citizenship Office and 
Commission, an entity established under 
the Vanuatu Citizenship Act.

The minimum sale price for a single 
applicant under the DSP is $130,000, of 
which the Government retains $80,000. 
Due Diligence, Application, and 
Certificate Fees apply. Applicants must 
commit 25 per cent of this value prior to 
the application being considered, and in 
the knowledge that this amount would be 
lost should the applicant fail to pass 
scrutiny.

Applications are processed rapidly, 
although some slowdown is recorded as a 
result of the oath of allegiance procedure 
having to be completed in the physical 
presence of a Commissioner for Oaths 
prior to applicants receiving citizenship. 
Currently, a valid Commissioner for Oaths 
can be found in Vanuatu, Dubai, Hong 
Kong, and Singapore. Citizenship 
certificates may be received by a 
designated agent and do not require 
additional travelling.

Limitations also exist with respect to the 
applicant’s choice of designated agent, as 
applicants cannot decide to change their 
representative agent unless their 
application is progressing at an 
unreasonably slow pace, which is defined 
as in excess of six months. 

Applicants benefit from the 
Government not imposing a language 
test, which could otherwise require 
mastering of any of Vanuatu’s three official 
languages (English, French, and Bislama). 
Applicants also need not sit an interview, or 
study the culture or history of the island.

There is a close rapport between 
Vanuatu and China, something that made 
headlines in June 2019 when certain 
Chinese-born DSP citizens were 
repatriated allegedly without due process. 
Despite this, citizens of Vanuatu cannot 
access China visa-free. They can, however, 
travel without a visa to Hong Kong, Russia, 
the Schengen Area, and the United 
Kingdom.   
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Country snapshots
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CAPITAL CITY
Phnom Penh
POPULATION (2018)*
16,249,798
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
Khmer
CURRENCY
Cambodian riel

CAMBODIA

Final score 54%
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CAPITAL CITY
Roseau
POPULATION (2018)*
71,625
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
English
CURRENCY
Eastern Caribbean dollar

DOMINICA

Final score 91%
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CAPITAL CITY
Nicosia
POPULATION (2018)*
1,189,265
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
Greek, Turkish
CURRENCY
Euro, Cypriot pound

CYPRUS

Final score 66%
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CAPITAL CITY
Valletta
POPULATION (2018)*
483,530
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
Maltese, English
CURRENCY
Euro

MALTA

Final score 65%
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CAPITAL CITY
St George's
POPULATION (2018)*
111,454
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
English
CURRENCY
Eastern Caribbean dollar

GRENADA

Final score 87%
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CAPITAL CITY
Amman
POPULATION (2018)*
9,956,011
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
Arabic
CURRENCY
Jordanian dinar

JORDAN

Final score 51%
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CAPITAL CITY
Castries
POPULATION (2018)*
181,889
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
English
CURRENCY
Eastern Caribbean dollar

ST LUCIA

Final score 84%
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CAPITAL CITY
Ankara
POPULATION (2018)*
82,319,724
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
Turkish
CURRENCY
Turkish lira

TURKEY

Final score 61%
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CAPITAL CITY
Port Vila
POPULATION (2018)*
292,680
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
English, French, Bislama
CURRENCY
Vanuatu vatu

VANUATU

Final score 78%
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CAPITAL CITY
Basseterre
POPULATION (2018)*
52,441
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
English
CURRENCY
Easter Caribbean dollar

ST KITTS AND NEVIS

Final score 89%
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